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4% WON'T ENTER
THE CONTEST
CONGRESSMAN JAMES DE-
CLINES TO ANSOUNCE
FOR GOVERNOR.
Sets at Rest All Doubts on This
Point by Emphatic
Statement.
Marion, Ky., Aug. 22.—011ie James
-the big First D strict congressman,
whose home is in Marion, has ail-
nounced positively that he will stay
• out of the race for governor. His de-3
eision was quite a surprise to many
• of his friends here, who believed he
would be a candidate, as it was
• thought he would announce himself
out of it at once upon his return from
. Europe if he d d not intend to make
• the race,
Mr. James is already the nominee
• for congress to succeed himself in the
-First district, and as, nomination by
the Democrats here means an elec'-
i boa, he w 11 go back for another
44erm.
It is believed that Congressman
James did not fee: disposed to spend
the money required to make the gov-
'ernor's race at this time, and in add.-
lion had no hankering for a long
tedious campaign, when the congres-
sional seat was his without the Lzast
• trouble,
1,000 INDICTMENTS
MEMPHIS IS CLOStING DOWN
ON THE TENDERLOIN
DISTRICTS.
1 hone People Become Too Bold In
It 4 Their Operations and a Halt
Is Called.
as
•
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 22.-0011
hundred and three true bills of. in-
dictment were reported to the cr mi-
nal court yesteedag by ;be grand jury,
ninety-six of the number being
against proprietclre of 'resorts in the
Tenderloin distracts of the city. Th s
is the first time in several years that
the court has taken any action
against these places and is the result
oi the activtly on the part of the city
-officials to cleanse the moral atmos-
phere of Memphis.
The indictments were all predicated
upon evidence furnished by the polic,e
authorities, who appeared to testify
upou general niformation, in response
to subpoenas .ssued last week. The
• immunity which the proprietors of
these places have enjoyed during the
* vast few years has made them both
in their operations and the attention
of tile police authorities has been
called to such frequent violat•ons of
the laws In this ditttrict during this
pass few months that it was decided
to crub them by the old-time process
of criminal court hearings.
•
SHORT-WEIGHT ICE COS/ LY
One Dollar Pound Punishment Given
to Thiev:ng Dealers.
Chicago. Aug. 22 —Icemen must
pay $t tor every pound of weight
they fail to give their costomers.
Justice Sma3ey fixed this penalty for
the short-weight icemen yesterday in
fining C. P. Swanson, 6441 Cottage
Grove avenue. Sr5 for selling 85
pounds of ice for too pounds.
"It will cost you 51 a pound," Jus-
tice Sm-alleas-dectared as he imposed
th-e fine "For every pound that an
iceman is short lie should pay Sr."
Swanson was arrested while deliv-
ering ice to Soso Perry avenue. Ns-
•tice Fitzgerald thinks that the ice
men should pay more for their dis-
honesty and fined Henry Stirsris, 472i
Lafin street. $25 for selling idea"
pounds for seventy-five pounds of Ice.
100SEVEL1 SURE IN SOL
President Certain to We Renominated
Says Congressman Tostne.
Ottumwa, Iowa, Aug. 32 —"Rome-
-velt's nomination is more sure that
'Bryan's," said Congressman Charles
Towne here yesterilstia an inter-
itocursent na polltiord matters
Ni'' York is wortillesa jnst now.
•f• Rave Iseen away from New York
city seoeral week's and the siftiation
aitt it 'onears now had not aevelisped
thew 'Ito Rryin end litoosegelt will
lie el,. votrfo•es ri Ste then pailiee
191)1."
sjat- -el's'  • •- ' . -ea. -
• •
.,
•
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TAMMANY
FOR HEARST
THE FACT IS ANNOUNCED
BY LEADER MURPHY.
Jerome, in Acrimonious Reply,
Says He Is Not Sur-
prised.
1STREET CONTRACTORS MUST FOUND WITH
NOT OBSTRUCT THE NEW STREETS SKULL CRUSHED
New York, Aug. 22. -Charles F.
Murphy, leader of Tammany Hall,
today said he had not observed any
sentiment in Tammany for the nomi-
nation of District Attorney William
Travers Jerome for governor by the
dinnocatic state convention, but there
was, he said, plenty of sentiment for
W. R. Hearst. Mr. Murphy declared
that he was not committed to any
candidate, but it ails the rule of Tam-
many to be gutsiest by the sentiment
of the organization and he would be
abided by it at the state convention.
Mr. Murphy said the Tammany dele-
gates to the convention would be
hound by the unit rule.
District Attorney Jerome tonight
gave out the following statement:
"It is no surprise to me to find
Murphy practical's, declaring for
lisarst. The only reason for my tak-
ng any active part in politics this
year is to carry on the fight of last
year, which was a fight to free the
people and parties from the domina-
tion of just such political panhandlers.
Jerome Is Acrimonious.
" 'Birds of a frather flock together'
and when a person intellectualrly
sterile. socidly vulgar and moraly
obtuse' insults the decent people of
the state, irrespectire of party. by
seeking the nomination of a political
party by adv.incingd
ideas and by methods akin to those
of the blackma lee, no thinking man
could doubt where Murphy could be
found.
"I should fear I had lost al my
ideals if I found men of this type
supporting me except under absolute
compulsion. If I ever come to have
any influence in the democratic party
it will be used to drive out of it base
bosses of this type.
"Both the democratic and repub-
lican parties have long enough been
disgraced and dominated by men of
this type, controlling party organiza-
tion. Party organzation was created
originally to render effective the will
of the people.
WAGON HIT WY CAR.
South Third Street Scene Yesterday
of Another Collision.
There was another collision on
South Third street yesterday between
a street car and a wagon, but this
time it was, not an ice wagon, but a
wagon loaded with brick. William
Deboe and Vance Bohannon were
upon the wagon and had-just turned
into Third, from Elizabeth street when
the street car whirled. around the
bend from Broad into Third street.
and in less time that it can be told
the collision had happened, the wagon
turned over and the men thrown some
distance and slightly bruised. The
car escaped an yother injury than a
severe jolt and a few scratches
The collision was to a great ex-
tent unavoidable, for the wagoners
could have driven out of the way, but
they seemed to not have heard the
car at all, so interested were they in
their conversation.
Another crew had to take charge
of the wagon after it had been right-
ed and reloaded.
FIVE THOUSAND
CASUALTY LIST
Dead and Wounded in Quake—Ameri-
can Consulate Was /turned.
Valparaiso, Aug. 22.-1he dead and
wounded in the earthquake nuntber
co. The 'American coasulate was
burned.
THE ANNUAL
HORSE SHOW
L C ARENCE CAREY FATTALLY ARRANGEMENTS
Inspectors of New Work Clothed With INJURED IN SOME UN- FECTED FOR
Power to Order Clear Walks.
BEING PER.
THE AP-
KNOWN WAY. P.P.nACHING MEETING.
THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS HANDED OUT ORDERS 1.1KELY HURT IN
RIGHT AND LEFT TO CONTRACTORS AND COMPANIES JUMPING A TRAIN
THAT ARE DELAYING STREET WORK AND KEEPING SIDE
WALKS ALL TORN UP.
JAMES EAKER REFUSES TO PAY
BILL FOR DRAINING THE POND
to minimize the inconvenience and
danger to the public using those
thoroughfares, the board of public
works yesterday inaugurated a new
move by clothing the Inspectors on
the work wilt full authority to order
and compel the contractors to des
the streets as they go along and .to
see that all surplus dirt, refuse ma-
terial and rubbish is hrauled away
within twenty-four hours and every
precaution possible taken to leave the gate the house threatening to sat
sidewalks clear and unobstructed ev- the city two years ago for a lamp not city hal and the hurry wagon was
cry night. ISceinbers Taylor and Wit- ordered or used by the city. I sent for Carey and he was taken to
being out of 
the 
city. The insvectorsI 
The tractionhelm were present, President Rinkliff company was • Riverside hospital. There he was
h h db d f th board 
granted a number of pole permits, given attention by Drs. Bass, Sights,
were given to understand that the
also the Home Telephone company. , Hearne and Hoyer. They found his
board would insist on a radical change' The comp'a nt of the traction corn- 
'skull seriously crushed in several
in the methods employed by the con-lpany's rails on North Thirteenth 
places and hoping to save his life
tractors, and that the way in which,. street being to high was referred to 'they 
removed several pieces of his
they blockaded the streets and side-1 the street Snspector to tinvestigate:
skull.- The physic an g said Carey
SOME SUSPICION OF FOUL
PLAY, BUT NO SUBSTAN-
TIATORY FACTS.
Was Identified Yesterday
a Conclusively, by Lady
Whom He Boarded.
Almost
WithIn their efforts to !keep the streets streets,
and sidewalks along the route of the. hollow.
new work as clear as possible, and The genenal council was req
uested
to enact an ordinance prohibiting ve-
hicles from standing on the improved
streets an unreasonable length el.! Early yesterday morning, in a
time. The number that stand's daily clump of weeds on some vacant prop-
on Broadway between Fifth and crty near the intersection of North and larger premiums than those given
Sixth, where the track is double, is a Sixth and Terrell streets, some negro last year and its program and prem-
meniace to the public and at times men who were going to work found ium list justify this promise. The
blockades the streets. At the various Clarence Carey ayoung man, :h an corning second annual exhibieon of
poles where horse, are hitched they apparently dying condition from the association will no doubt be ail
paw bole' in the new street and con- some frightful wounds upon his head. the association aims to make it and
crete gutters. . The moaning of Carey first attracted fully what the people would like for it
An order for wire from a St. Louis the attention of the passers and they to he,
house was ordered held up to investi- located him after a short search. The The following auxiliary committees
matter was at once reported to the for control of the show have been
chosen by the association directors
and all and each one named should
at once take up their work. It is not
long until October and the time sell
pass too quickly to the slow:
Executive—Mrs. Henry Overby,
Mrs. Thomas Leech Mrs. joseph_Jcs.
Friedman. M`rs. Jacob Wallerstrin.
Mrs. Robert B. Phillips, Miss Eliza-
ad only one chance in a thousand beth Sinnott.
walks was an outrage and would not aridreport.
Contractor Bridges was notified to ;toreceiver and 
at midnight last night Grounds and Decorations—Mrs.
be tolerated any longer. It was made,
plain that the board expected its or-i unearth a gas stop box on Kentucky" was 
said that he was then barely Thoman C Leech, Mrs. George Cs
-
avtnue nitzn ar,ty, ills me. to live. More than ItliCIY erC tint Wallasts Mrs. Charles K. Wheelerders to be carried Out to the letter, I Itterback, Mrs.' lbhil
and that the inspectors would b• having concreted over it. .reaches the ey
es of the Register's Mrs. James C.
backed up by it in ther every effort The electr c light company 
was treaders this morning Carey w1.11 be Keller, Mrs,. Alonzo R. Meyer, Mfs.i .
dead. Oscar Gregory, Mrs. Wiliam Brat:I-to protect the public in carrying on notified to transfer its wires from two
the work. Heretofore the city enisi . The discovery of Carty art-d hi; shaw, J
r. 
,
,puies on Jefferson street between  • 
.• •
neer tried to handle the situation, b tEnt rtainment—Mrs. Robert Phil-
:Fifth and Sixth street to the Home 
condition caused considerable excite-
his many duties elsewhere made i Telephone company's poles and to 
fluent in the locality and also 'n police lips, Nrev. COOk Htiebands, Mrs. Bet-
impossible for him to carry out then 
orders of the board in this particular ircmove their two poles. 
circles. There was no one who saw tie Fowler Campbell, Miss Anna
The Home Telephone company 
man who could recognize him Webb, Mrs. henry Rudy, Mrs.
The street inspector was then pressea Thomas Hall, Miss Frances Wallace
into service to assist in keeping the was granted permission to open Fifth 
tnen and when his clothing was ex
amined there was found nothing by Miss Ulfie Mae Winstead.
Driving-411 .s. Jacob Wallerstem,
Mrs. Ben Weille, Mrs. C:arence Sher-
ell, Mrs. Harr Hinkle, Mrs. J. C.
Flournoy, Mrs. Henry Thompson,
M s H h M.r  
Better Proves* and Larger Prem-
iums Are Promised by the
Association,
e between Kentucky and Wash- •
streets clear, but as he is all ove ington streets to repair its conduit. !
isvhich he might be identified. He-
town every day 'he could not keep ssemed to have been str pped clean
The street inspector was ordered
watch on the new work at all times. of everything except a package of
to give final notice to owners of allNow the inspeetors are to also take :•moking tobacco and a pipe and thisloose brick and in piles to remove,
up the work and with the city engi- fact suggested robbery as the mo-
them at once, special reference beint .neer. the street inspector and the . tive of the man's assailant or assail -
special inspectors after the contrac
tors the board hopes to have the work
carried on with less inconvenience to
the public, and to rernoCse much of th.
cause for complaint on the part of th.
Orders were issued to the bitulithic
company not to tear up any more of
the old surface on Broadway untl
the contractor was ready to repair the
' curb and gutters.
The matter of street dedication in
• Littte's addition was referred' to
Member Taylor, who, with others,
own property in that addition, hut
have not formally dedicated the
the first location being at
sidesto those on both o s rect
between Broadway and Kentucky ants, it he wa
s assailed. Later is was
avenue, Jefferson nor Sixth street,' found that his clo
thing had beer.
a'so old pipe and plank from Jeffer-: bought from the Wallerstei
n house
seri street and Broadway, and to have and through this sou
rce an effort was
the bitulithic company sweep chip- made to 'identify him, 
but the new
p ngs from Broadway gutters. failed in results. 
During the day
City Engineer Washington was in-
structed to have contractors to re-
place iron fences in front of Hale
other efforts were made towards iden-
tification but not until late in the
afternoon was this realized. Then in -
and Langstaff residences on Ken- formation was secured 
which lead to
the conclusion that the unfortunatetucky avenue which they removed to
cut down trees, young man was Clarence 
Carey, a
local railroad shopman. This identi-
fication came through Mrs. Mary
Aday, who keeps a boarding house
at iota Jones street. Mrs. Aday had
Street Inspector made report of
matters referred to him at the last
session of the board.
streets. The street inspector reported that
The some Telephone Company was he found the awnings in front of 17 
heard of the finding of the young man
notified to remove the pole at Fifth business houses on the north side and also he
ard him and his cloth•ng
and Jefferson streets back to the of Broadway between First and described and she 
instantly expressed
All due arasfgements to make a
great success out of the second an-
nual exhibition of horses, or more
clearly speaking The Paducah Horse
Show, are being perfected by the as-
soc.ation. The days for the show
are October 3, 4, 5, and 6, the last
day to be one especial)/ for the
farmers. The meeting will be held
at Wallace, park, where last year's ex-
hibition occurred, and the grounds
will be made even more suitable than
they 'were last year if this be possible.
The association announces more
r . enry ug es, s. Andy
Bauer.
Horseback Riding—Miss Elizabeth
Sinnott, Mrs. John S. Bleeker Mrs.
George Flournoy, M ss Annie Mae
Yeiser, Miss Martha Davis, Mrs. I. D.
Wilcox, Mrs, Vernon Blythe, Miss
Ruth Well, Miss Blanche Hills.
Children—Mrs. Joseph L. Fried-
man'. Mrs. Victor Voris, Mrs. Clar-
ence Sheret11, Mrs. Harry Hinkle,
Mrs. J. C. itlerurnoy, Mrs. Henry
Thompson, Mrs. Henry Hughes, Mrs.
Andy Bauer/
The regular committees of the as-
sociation are as follows!
Finance—Cm n Vieille, chairman;
Charles K. Wheeler, J. A. Rudy. W.
P. Bradshaw, Jr., los. L. Friedman,
V. J. Blow, J. C. Utterback.
Executive—J. S. Bleecker, chair-
.
property line. Seventh streets, lower than the new 'the opinion that the man wa
s Oar- man; 0. 1.. Cyr gory. J. M Lang. Jos.
H
The street inspector was ordered to ordinance prescribing the heighth to ence Carey. Mr. Carey 
had been at L. Ftiedmati; al S. Corbett. Muscoe
senair the alley between Seventh and be 8 feet; They ranged from 6 feet work for the T. C. R. R. in 
local de-.Burnett, Frank L. Scott, G. M. Stone-
!) k W' L. B MI' WI
6. inches to 7 feet 9 inches; He will .partments for sometime 
and boarded . • • „
Inspect those on the south side of thelw'th Mrs. Aday. Last 
Saturday for fersten, Roy Culley, George C.
street and when his report is made ;some reason he either lost his
 place Thompson, George Langstaff, E. J.
vs:slice its raise the awnings will be i with the I. C. Dr gave it 
up and had Paxton, George H. Goodman, D. A.
issued by l'ie Lard. begun to drink. He 
hoieever, ap- Yetget; George C. Wallace Harry
11- I.
racna, Chile. Aug. a.—A nress'age • street. The account was turned over(-rived and filed for et sereet lieht a
Front Senia, on the Peruvian freintier. to the city solicitor with instructions
states that the earthquake sbocts re- 
Eighteenth end nee. streets
to :nstitute suit against Wm. Baker.
tvorted at Arica were dialitsecelsr felt 
tl,... um:it yrnsienigicant"ionr aw4sin:ddwrheyscedmie Supt. Keebler of light plant stated
there. Scientists 'Sere say this proves .,,,,:illcs had not been nut down on th that the extra men whom he was
that ttle earthquake Is traveling north- ssst side of Cnt,14, Third oreet from employing to extend the light sys-
ward *, • sso tern desired their pay weekly. Thea •• , i Husband; to Flieehetb -4 -sets
I Notice was ilianed to • i'n rolducah matter was referre41 to the mayor.
Accidentally Lost a Hatad. 1 Traciirn Cormeny to crevelete it The board adjournet
Yesterday Toni Baker, colored track at IslInSh mud rt-reerieenv at once
a switchmen for the Illinois, esatral in order thst the street -nay he icOm-
Kailfroad sit Hopkinrville, was broullsht •,lsterf. The :treat he,; !rr-. 'locked
here and placed in the railroad hos- 'se two Wee''- vs s 'as Ti ne 1.'1 1- ;Ind
pital. while at work at tfropkineville rie-sd selifeli 7, Areel "I sit'''. i• bin e-
s
he fell so as tot throw his left arm rare, lielsta ms;•4s II •• +he re a-nas s a
partly beneath,' 'a inrwilip,' train lirrt; tittllilite--74 . . '
tilt hand was cat off. That he tn-ico.• 111. ne- /',,•'-,, 1r .e. • ,
1-•soe proper attention 1,e vta• hentipt: .s,i,1 Aelai.,, • .
s ,, Mi f, —
,treets.
z'lahth end Jefferson and Monro
Contractor Terrell reported that It
was preparing to make repsirs thep
'1.'0, streets pet down ky
Tile city engineer was instrneted tc The receiver of the company that peared at the house for his 
meals • •
Entertainment —Cook Husbands,
see that Drs. Parley and Fisher re sold the city a steam roller two years until Tuesday night. He fail
ed to
chairman: Saunders Fowler, Will
elered the old driveway on Soutl ago was notified that the city held a then show up for supper and 
neither
NVehh, Charles Weide. J. C. Utter-
' Third street with a sidewalk.
zgainst the $soo due the company on 
did he
repa r bill of about $3co as an offset ;did he sleep at the house nor hack R. B. Asbbrook, T. C....1.tech.
Gnorge r Hughes was reantet
rioileve 'Awe a driveway con 
• appear for breakfast yesterday, Thee! Wallerstein, Arthur Martin
• facts only strengthened her suspicion 114',-elvtil
triirted across *%,f• '" 
the 
r°1criThe street inspector reported that 
Friedman. Robert Chastain, Roy
inekv• ••••.. James W. Baker refused point blank 
as to the dent ty of the wounded man
(A.11cOetYt., George C.
Louis Rieke, Jr., Chart•es
pay the bill of the city against 
and she sent a friend to the hospital
to identify him if possible. This
.running a pipe to drain the pond 
Wallace.
The renort of F.retneee Wsshineant
if the progrems r.0 tb•• ,,trc,• 'to
woes- was received an 
friend was satisfied, in sp•te of the
The sewer inspectodrs'filreednart ' et 
Third and Harrison streets, *le mangled condition of Carey's 
face,
received, and filed. 
!hat. it was him and he was confirmedold drain pipe having been covered up
by Faker in filling his lots 'across the n this idea by the man's etothn
g and
A petition from residents was re his shoes. There is, therefore hardly
,a doubt of the man's identity.
Clarence Carey came to Parduceh
from about fifteen mffee out in the
county, where his parents and other
relatives five. He :3 a young man
about twenty-two yeas old, about five
, feet tour inches tall, weighing about Moyer, Golconda, Ill.; C. H. Harr*
lab pound', with sandy hair and hazel , E. H. Halley,' Murray, Ky.; H. A.
eyes and generally of a neat appear- Coulter, Mayfield, Ky.; C. ae. Lamb,
Covington, ity., Avg. geg,Itipeig. ince. This is a description of the 
i Paris, (Penns Herman DIetsat. Union
:tentative Joseph Rhinock wa, de. man fottrol as said and it is a de- 
iC ty. Tenn.; W. H. Shoemaker. New-
dared the congressional nominee M Acription which all acquaintances any 
'hem: Tenn.
the d•monratut :of 'he Sixth district sitits Casale exaelly. Adv
ertising committee — Robert
by the ,nrmrlittee yeaterday Afternoon. While there was yesterday the gin- 
WithelK chairman; E. J. Paxton, P.
A cony, ftttittl-4911 4beet &lett to he l eral eminibn that Carey was the vie- 
P. White, Csecunte 14. Goodman.
a
. 
•114 i* fr•
1- 14 ltodtly •tt "'alien, hut was 014 Om of footpads Or some friends who i 
Vatic committee—Ben Weille
/ veri e. s's. orly choltei
:0 .• 
to; Wilt Huittrtiels Robert Me-
on Fifth Page.) Miran,'
4. •
,
- 
-- itst,..viliiter-"1..".27.'-'
Solicaing exhibitors' committee--
R. W. Telly chairman; A. S. Thomp-
son, d' L. Van Met-r. Jake Dudley,
Mayfalk, Ky.; W. H. Hale, Mayfield
Ky.; M. Burton FON-in, Ky.;
Lon Burke, Cairo Ill.; D. A. Dunn,
Smithland. Ky.; J. A. Gauber, F. C.
Burnett, Paducah Ky.: H. H. Hunt,
Mayfield, Ky.: IL A. Tyer, HIckmas,
KY.; Ed King, Dyersburg Trim.;
John Ratciffe, Princeton, Ky.; H. H.
TROOPS GUARD
CUBAN REVOLUTIONARIES
PINAR DEL RIO
PROVINCE.
Troops
With
Rushing
Insurgents
dern in Command.
e. the warm hours of the day, will be
air, provided: it is indulged id during TARIFF IssuE
Mr. Roosevelt calls upon the coulee )
Wants Congress Republican. ,
' beneficial. Care must be taken to try to re-elect a Republican congress )
. , avoid draughts and exposure to cold
air after sunset.
IN One of the best and simplest means
1 of checking a cold at its onset is to
I drink in bed a glass of hot. not warm,
I water, in which has been placed thejuice of a lemon, three or four lumps
I of sugar and a large teaspoonful of1
to Scene-Battle pure glycerine. This dose should be
I sipped as hot as possible, after theh
Imminent-Ban- . I1 patient is in bed. Taken thus, it will
probably induce a flow of perspiration
which will throw off the cold. The
simplicity of this remedy is equaled
by its great efficacy. As with other
remedies, .its chane of working a
complete cure is increased if applied at
the beginning of the complaint.
Havana. Aug. 22.—The situation
*.confronting the Cuban republic is
'very grave. Many of the well known
revolutionary leaders have 'openly
joined in the insurrection and the fi-
delity of the government troops is
doubted. The rebels are preparing to
make their stand in the province of
Pinar del Rio, and the government is
rushing troops to the scene. The ru-
ral guards acr total1 yinsufficient in
• numbers to cope with the rebellion.
President Fralmas is confined to his
palace, protected by a strong force of
troops and detectives.
Havana is in gloom and business is
almost paralyeed. The cigar makers
have gone out on a general strike,
which is suspected of being politi-
c-illy inspired.
One of the rigorous measures
adopted to stamp out the movement
was a prohibition today on the depar-
ture of any automobiles from the city.
It is feared that the enemy might use
them for couriers.
Bandera Leader of Rebels.
Gen. Quintin Bandera, the negro
who won fame in the war for inde-
pendence by being the first to Cross
the Spanish trochee. is in command of
the rebels. He started the uprising
with a force of about twenty-five men
whicth he gathered about him at Ar-
royo Arenas, twelve miles west of Ha-
vana. /se they marched west into the
adjoining province they were joined
by other bands, armed with guns and
ammunition which had been sent to
them by sympathizers in this city. Fif-
ty rural guards from Havana and too
from "ante Clara were dispatched in
pursuit yesterday. VVIhen these have
formed a junction with the rural
guards already in the province, which
are saidi to number about 450, an en-
gagement with the rebels may be ex-
pected. This is all the troops that
are available for the crisis.
Small Collision.
The first death resulting from the
insurrection occurred Tuesday. While
Gov. Nunez was automobiline on the
Guanajau road he overtook a detach-
ment of twenty rural guards, who
were following the trei of Gen. Ban-
dere. Gov. Nunez joined the party.
and soddenly one of Bandera's bands
was encountered. In a rapid exchange
of shots, Lieut. Gregario Roque. com-
mander of the rural guard's, was
killed The band escaped, dragging
with them two of their men, who art
believed to have been mortally wound-
ed.
A special session of the senate and
house of representatives convened
Tuesellay afternoon and considered the
situation in secret. All the customs
employes have bcen armed, as the
customs are almost the sole source of
revenue for the governmnt. Heavy
guards have been thrown around the
treasury.
Remedies for Summer Colds.
No one is proof against that mo-t
annoying and afflicting malady, the
summer cold. it chooses healthy and
ailing alike for its victiina. awd the wo-
man who today feels sturdy enough
to combat any foe may tomorrow he
held a wretched captive by this treach-
erous enemy, says Home Chats
Many people quickly take cold if
their feet are chilled. They should.
therefore, protect themselves as much
as they can by warm stockings ane
boots from the discomfort and nnssi-
oTRADDLE..tci)nothaedt JaossestatCr.annHoen clanudbse con
-iconIS
. 
U gress as being patriotic and fearless ! No theories taught but actual business fr
om the start. Thorough
and recounts the various measures it cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, 
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ic, grammar, Nth
PRESIDENT INDORSES PRO- his respects to demagogues and re- 1 Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
TECTION BUT LEAVES veals his anxiety over the labor si
tua-
tion by devoting considerable spate
LOOPHOLE. to it. He recounts the passage of the PADUCAH CENTRAL
eight-hour law, the fact that he has by THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
executive order extended the summer
Changes to Be Made as Conditions half-holiday to workers for the gov-
ernment as well as the classified see-
Call—Letter Backdown from vice; 'peaks of the employers' liabil-
Stand-Pat Attitude. , ity bill, and promises to urge the pass-
age of a bill reducing the hours • of
work for railroad employes.
New York, Aug. 22.—In a letter But while not naming it. he make.
published by the Republican campaign it clear that he is opposed to the anti-
EXTORTION BY BUTCHERS. committee President Roosevelt prac- injunction hill and that he will use the
tically straddles the tariff issue, and laws against corporations as well a,
But Mayor of Valparaiso Starts Pub-i is a back-down from the absolute against labor unions that break 
them.
stand-pat _policy agreed, upon at  the 
Oyster Bay conference.
It is itt effect a repetition of the
Iowa platform's tariff plank, and, al-
though declaring that the Republicans
"stand unequivocally for protective
tariff," a loophole is given for revi-
sion by the declaration that "a gen-
eral revision of the rates and sched-
ules will he undertaken whenever it
shall appear to the sober business
sense of our people that the benefits sweetest and oftimes the most bene-
of the change will outweigh the disad- tidal to her. just because the children
vantages." want her to. The younger the baby
The letter was written to Congress- the easier it is to teach him to sle
ep
man Watson. whip of the Republican at the proper time; children of two.
side of the House. The part of it three, four years and older have m
inet
in which the president speaks of he ac
tive brains, and if they awake early;
tariff is as follows: do not go to sleep again as 
easily
as a baby. They want a frolic or they
"We stand unequivocally for a pro- cry lustily for attection and amuse-
tective tariff, and we feel that the phe- ment: they want a cracker or some-
PAT CROWE NEWSPAPER MAN nomenal industrial prosperity 
which thing to eat. or they want to crawl
we are now enjoying is not lightly to •into mother's bed to
I 
cuddle, play.
be jeopardized, for it would be to the tease or fret, says Harper's Bazaar.
last degree foolish to secure here and ;
there a small benefit at the cost or, Near to Nature's Heart.
general business depression.
---lic-Markets.
Santiago, Chili. Aug. 21.-There
have been a number of exciting scenes
around the public slaughter house
and meat market here on account of
the increase in the price of meat. The
troops had to be called on to restore
order. Later a movement was stains
ed among the people not to buy meat
until the price was reduced. This
caused the mayor to take steps to
punish the butchers. He established
meat depots in various parts of the
city, and meat will be sold) there to
the people at theh regular price. The
prices of all articles of food have gone
ep, but the action of the mayor is
likely to prevent an yfurther extor-
tion.
Omaha Kidnapper Joins Fraternity of
Pencil Pushers.
New York. Auf. 23.-Pat Crowe
of Omaha. Neb., who was taken in
Charge last night by the local police
but was later given his freedom. caller'
at police headquarters this morning in
accordance with an arrangement made
last night. Crowe had a long talk
with Sergeant Dunne. He told him
he had given up his old life. He said
he was engaged in newspaper work
and meant to earn an honest living
henceforth. He was told that he could
remain in the city as long as he did
as he proposed.
Care of the Child.
In the first pace, establish a system
which will help estsu much in the care
of your baby and little ones. Have a
regular time for rising. bath, meals,
bedtime. etc. There is no rea-
son, if the child wakes up at 4 in the
morning and wants amusement that
the tired mother should give up those
early hours of sleep, which are the
(Newark News.)
"But whenever e given rate or I A $75.co0 automobile rolled through
schedule becomes evidently dieadvan- the %eta, brnnee gates 21'.f! up the
tageous to the nation because of the $35.noo windirg avenue to the $20.-
changes which go on from year to , oen marble :tees.
year in our conditions, and where it 1 Descending from the me 'thine. the
is feasible to change this rate or billionaire paused a momiert to view
schedule without too much dislocation the emiiing $50o.noo lands- ipe.
of the system, it will be done: while I Across the $citecioe lawn. e $tes.oco
a general revision of the rates and silver lake lay sleeping in the shade:
schedules will he undertaken when- of eirlv summer evening beyone
ever it shall appear to the sober hue- it rose a lordly $8c. 000 1.111, whose
mess sense of our people that on the crest, cloaked with forest at an ex-
whole the benefits to be derived from pense of $eoo.000, glowed in the last
making such changes will outweigh golden rays of the setting ..en.
Learn to Swint- 
the disadvantages-that is u. when the The billionaire 'sank lux riously into
revision will do more good than harm. a $em() ivory porch chair and rested
'Reports from various parts of the Let me add one word of caution ,haes- his feet on the rosewood railing of
country chronicle the deaths of per- ever. the $th0000 veranda.
sons by drowning. In the majority "The question of revising the tari:f "It is pleasant," he oh.erved ,"to
of instances the victims lost their lives stands wholly apart from the question get back to nature once in a while
while boating or bathing or wading in of dealing :with the so-called 'trusts' -- After the cares and worries of the
the effort to secure relief from the that is. with the control of monopolies business dhy. I certainly love to run
summer heat. The record of mortal- and with the supervision rif great out to this quiet little $6o,rioncio coon-
ity for the season thus far has been wealth in business, especially in cnr- try -club of ours and taste a bit of
high. porate form. , simple life. It is good to keep 
in
Most of the deaths reported are "The only way in wifeh it is pot- touch with the soil; for what is 
man
traceable to one or two causes. They sible to 'deal with those trusts and but dust, after all?"
were due either to a lack of knowledge monopolies and this great corporate I Feeling restored
, he passed in
of the art of swimming or to the reek- wealth k by action along the line of through the $stoo.000 de, -ea), to 
he
lesenese or insufficient strength of per- the laws enacted by the present con- Eisco dinner.
sons vigho, knowing how to swim, took tereee and its immediate predecesenre
unnecessary risks and put a needle-s% The cry that the problem can be met Misfortune's M:te.
tax on their power., says the Yonk- he any changes in the tariff represente. Money and sympathy :e San 
Fran-
ern Statesman. whether consciously or unconsciously, cisco from the leper settl
ement on
In view of the large annual cacei- an effort to divert the public attention the island of Moloka
i is another evi-
fice of life in this way it is depinr- from the only method of taking ef- dence that the most vicorous of allhtirnan
able that people, and especially resi- fective action." qualities is sympathy.
dents of river and lake towns. tin not 
more generally recognize the fact that
swimming, so far from being a mere
accomplishment, should be considered
a necessary part of the education of
every physically capable boy or girl.
Even a little ability in that direc-
tion is important, since it may mean
confidence and self-possession at a
critical moment. For those who have
a fondness for aquatic sports a thor-
ough mastery of the art and of the
various expedient' of saving one':
strength and remaining afloat when
exhausted is indispensable.
Women end girls should learn to
swim. A little attention rsiyen to
bit risk of cold' feet. Mt the blood this pleaennt exercise will afford in-
in the body flows through the feet and valtiahfahrinettrance against drowning.
legs once in about three minutes. and
the blond vessels of these parts are
ver ysparingly protected by muscles
Thns, if the feet and legs are cold, the
blood flowing through them quickly
becomes chilled and flows cold toward
the heart. This may produce a seri-
ous chill in many important organs.
and the slight discomfort nf carrying
wraps and an umbrella will he more
than compensated by the protection
they afrordi from-far 
Sundden changes of temperature are
always dangerous, het tit senernee thee
are especially so. So man- permie are
then wearing clothing of treterinl that
is no protection against the change.
Even in the hntteet weather a fine
woolen or silk vest, or one made of a
mixture of wool and cotton, should be
worn. Cotton or tine!, should never
be worn next to the skin. The reason
is that as the body etete hot and per-
spires, the moiStitre is taken up by the
garments next to 4es skin. Cotton rap-
idly becomes damp and then cold. and
a chill results.
Minot on the relict: hand, can absorb
midi moisture without becoming in-
jurionely damp itself. The wearna
erittoti underclothing next the skin
chill's the blood vessels of the (-inter
thistles. 'these contract when cold, so
much blond flowe frem them to the in-
ternal ereane. Ti • 01^ liver becomes
s pee.. dy se.
and 1--es '
stilt e.iet l'f'
ft.',
d as trp OW rOle
summer cold. Exercise in the open
eseallein •
-
Senator Bailey's Temerity.
Where does; Senator Bliley expect
to go when he dies? Surely he is
taking dangerous chances with the
future. Somelindy 'wants to increase
the pay of the chaplains of the fleet-
the ministers of the American navy
-and has introduced a clause to this
nerpose in the approprietion bill.
"Robbery • rEet,11+44
said the senator when the bill came
tip for discussion and he added that
the chaplains now do less work than
their brethren on terra firma and get
considerably mere pay for it. He
thought .the price for ministers -which
rrevailed in the open market should
also govern in the navy. No one will
envy Senator Bailey his post-mortem
interview with St. Peter.
"Wel. who are you?" one ran hear
tiie old gate-keeper ask as the senator
(-nettle oet of Cliaron's boat.
"Bailey." be will reply' "Bailey of
the linitedt States and Texas."
"Are yon that senator." asks St. Pe-
ter. sternly "who pared down the pay
of our representatives in the navy?"
• "Ye," falteringly replies the Tex-
an! "hitt they already had- -"
"That's all T want to 'know," Peter
will reply. "I don't care tenet they
already had. but T Vont,- ro-si
and that lc '711- 't .• f
'7 '0 1 tl Of: ' • ,
,8 ':( i • • ; 1 • !, • ;
rl'er there, or you go eiewn in the
elevator if you like; It's fattet"
 •••
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"UNDERWOOD"
TYP[WRITER
a- Saves 25 per cent. of the:Operator's
Time which is your time.!
ilipeNriter
;t :717.0 A TAW.. . , trAW YON.
MAIN AND FOURTH STIANINS. L0U1SV1LLf, AY. , jaceee.
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Pawnbroker
MONEY LOANED ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Rege r's Eilverweare, such u Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets. etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches-Hamilton
and Ball, Rayrriortd-- -one -.rice.
Just received, nice lot of
cents on for
Dos't
B. W. half -
Bracefe
dollars ten days,
forget the place. Next
ts, odd sizes and 64ixe Watches.. sa
211 BROADWAY.
to Lang's drug store.
o
I DOW
PHANE...
TheModern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE,
IT CAN, BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM, IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN TPIE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THIn
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lee, 315 Bwav,
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLLCO
1 1,
•
4
•
•
4
Next to Kentucky Theatre on North Fifth street they can s ave yot. a
ononey, and take your old wheel in exethange. WE WANT AN UM
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is die cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every.
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel, Exp
machinists in our repair shop. All is ark guaranteed.
••••••
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is ,a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come all .a:id hear his mus‘ at boa S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking nsaelene, not only of U. S. but
of the vrorld. The Victor and the Zonophone talking  machines
from Sto to $166 -011T witfth- reach of the poor as weIl as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Leading Machine of the World
Remember ray records for sale are Sin, 35c, xi) in. 6oc. 12 in.
.00.
We have high clue operatic records from $1.00. $2.00, $3.00.
$0.00. $fi.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasexabrich, Carpus() and Sourate and Galore and
a great nosey other celebrated ai date of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so on cam see diet it is perfect .We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and evecy record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
needed* and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure 141 explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have 50e new and latest music front ragtime to the
moat celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erico amid !crop* and Orchesaria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. in.toia p. In.. No pieces played twice and we Way
from vs to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
tics Wier machine, it is no tremble but a pleasure. We will take
plealseare l sbowiag yeu about tither the Vicfor or Zonophoni
maelltirtos, oleo rare of recoede -• 
T remain tall-ing enaeit
DONESTLEE71'is
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OP Pedoegit end don't ron
 -
forge/ it 696 L. 46. Se. Pick( Z.(4iiiiei0=11111111111111
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;
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PLUNGER WINS WIFETHE CITY COURT
VAUDEVILLE BILL WAS PRE-
SENTED DURING THE
SESSION.
The Stunts Were Fair in Character
and the Players Were Not
So Rare.
In a police court all the attractions
tof a play are found. There is corn-
lady, tragedy, ministrelsy and comic
opera, the aria or score being when
the judge assesses a fine to the "tune"
-of a-- and costs.
'Yesterday's session of Judge Fur-
-year's court was a vaudeville perform-
ance. There ,were several good
-"stunts" and all the sallies, quips
and jokes especially good, the lawyers
representing the end men and "hiz-
soner" the interlocutor.
rs asnathe program was a offal-
act farce which could be entitled "The
Story of Two Sticks." Two colored
tdamsels were the principal charactera
rejoicing in the poetical names of
Nora Bell and Nina Hornbeck. Nina
was accused of swatting Nora with a
stock. Nina took the center of the
stage and began tier lines in dark-
hrown voice but her language was
so sulphurous that the prompter, a
lawyer, mildly requested that she cut
Out some of the part (which you know
some modest actresses have done
when assuming the part of Juliet in
Sill Shakespeare's great play.) Nora
blushingli flung her kinky head. and
modified her rendition so that it waidd
not shock the modest Mr. , and
stated that he reasinn she struck
'Nina was because Nina had called
her a -- 
 , and threatened
to eradicate from her body the es-
sence of the place of torment. Nora
here produced a small stick with
which a strong man might possibly
slay a mosquito, declaring in tragic
tones that this was the weapon that
s'he had used. Nina next came on,
and in the shrinking stimid manner
of the heroine of a ten-twenty-thirty
company diffidently produced a club
weighing possibly fifty pounds, with
which she claimed she had been ca-
ressed by Nora. From the back of
the stage came the deep and sonorous
voice of Judge Puryear: "Five dol-
lars and costs."
The next was a dbmestic drama. its
theme beingapaetty much along the
usual line, atMt lesson that teaches a
man to be careful in butting in. The
principal characters were Mrs. Mary
Cordon. Frank Lee and Sam Gordon.
besband of Mrs. Mary. A baby was
cast for the juvenile part, but did not
appear Frank Lee enters C. and de-
Claims in high tenor voice that Mts.
Mary was about to whip her child
when he interfered. Nara Mary, quite
rontrary, abused him very much,
threw a book at him and started to-
ward him with a chair, saying he had
in business to butt in. In fear of his
life, he defended himself, the weapon
used being the deadly salt cellar. The
Judge said "Five and cost% for Frank
Lee"
In the next scene Sam Gordon es-
ter. L U E. and recites his lines in
la well-modulated voice. He declared
that after Frank Lee had struck his
wife he went to the kitchen, and after
telling him mildly that he ought to
have known better than to have
.struelk his wife. tapped him gently on
thc head with his fist, causing Frank
to recline upon the floor. The judge
announced "Ten dollars."
There were several other acts on
the program, but the dramatic critic
of the Register left during the inter-
rai,sion
ANNIVERSARY INCIDENT.
It Brought Wounds of Regret for
Wounds of Glory Missed.
Sergt. W G. Vallatfield, who fell
from a wagon a few weeks since and
broke his shoulder, has about recov-
ered.
A peculiar coincidence of the ser-
geant's mishap is that it occurred on
the anniversary day and about the
same hour as thc battle of Kennesavi
anatintain, lame 27, zR64, Sergt. Whit-
eld receiving the injury on the 27th
of last June. He was a member of
the Thirty-fifth Alabama, which was
a part of Scott's brigade, that lay in
a semi-circle on Kennesaw, support-
ed by eiehteen field. pieces. Two
army corps a the enemy
take this small force. an* the ser-
geant thinks it a little strange that
te went through that fight, in which
over three thousand of the enemy
mere killed, while he escaped without
scratch. only to tumble out of
farm warm on the anniversary and
break his shoulder.
Such, however. is the irony of fate;
ho wound's of glory, but many of re -
!eel
SEVEN ARE KILLED
1110y the Explosion of Powder in
Mexican noel Quarry.
!Urea°. Tex Aug. 22.—News 41111s
lest reached here from Salome *noel-
/ Mex. that *even laborers were.
Willed at that place in a big rock quar-
ry bei•oi operated by the National
1111aitread of illItexic. *Meek Peres,
the foreman of the quarry, and six
laborers were killed.
Perez was 'blasting sod in some
unknown ogganee an extra heavy
charge of powder exploded while the
seven men were in the quarry and
the result was that their bodies were
buried beneath a heap of large stones.
THIS AUGURS ILL.
Stolypin Relapsing Into Old-Fash-
ioned Bureaucratic Methods,
St. Petersburg, Aug. 21.—Premier
Stolpin evidently finds it impossible to
accomplish the difficult task of sup-
pressing the revolution on one hand
and introducing reform on the other,
and it now appears that the 'cabinet
will practically limit itself so far as
the reform end of the programme is
concerned to preparing projects of
law for submission to parliament next
winter.
Caaaals-;ans Pre rrelte(! tri
all the ministries to elaborate new
projects covering every possible ques-
tion from a commission for a solu-
tion of the agrarian and labor prob-
f fiasanae
for a revision of Russia's financial
system. It is claimed) that this re-
lapse into the old-fashioned methods
of the bureaucracy augurs ill for the
success of the reorganized cabinet.
An interview which Emperor Wil-,
ham has had with Count Witte, in
which the latter announced his early
return to Russia, has been published
here and is attracting considerable
attention, but Premier Stolpin is
quoted as saying that he knew the
temper of the authorities at Peter-
hof. anal that there was no vestige
of a chance that 'Emperor Nicholas
would again call Count Wile to
power.
+ a• a. a• + +
Kentucky Fair Dates.
4
+ + •
Kentucky State Fair, totasville—
September 17-22
Harrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
Fens Creek. August 14-4 dars-
Vanceburg, August 15-4 days.
Columbia. August 15-4 days.
Shepherdhville, August 21-4 days.
Lawrenceb,urg. August 21-4 days.
Springfield. August 15-4 otar.
London, August 28-4 days.
Brodhead, August 15-3 days.
Mk. Olivet, August 16-3 days.
Gutherie. August 23-3 days.
Nicholosville, August 28--3 days.
Shelbyville, Anise A--4 days.
Florenve. August 2,--4 days.
EvAng. August 30-3 days.
Fli zatietht own, Septamter 4-3 days.
Paris. September 4-5 days.
Bardstown, September 5-4 days.
Monticello. September 11 —4 clays.
Glasglow, September 12-4 Clays.
Sehree. September tg--5 days.
Hartford. September 19-4 days
Henderson. September 26-4 day'
Falmouth, September 26-4 days.
Pembroke, September 27-3 days
Owensboro. October 2-5 days.
Mayfield, October 3—days
Excursion Rattes Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, Colorado Spr:ngs and Pu-
eblo, Col --Sp5oo On sale daily to
September loth, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southiweat, west and
points in the souhteast. west and
southewst on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets
etc., call on any agents of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. DOGAN. T. P. A., in East
Main street. I.exington, Ky.
C. M. MUNGERFORD,, D. P. A.
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Kat
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., gt
Louis, Mo.
STEEL CORSLET KILLS
A PRETTY IOWA GIRL
Injured Internal) by Device and Doc.
tors Are Powerless,
St. Paul. Minn., Aug. 22. —The wear-
ing of a steel corslet that was too
small for her has aused the death
of Miss Henrietta Sumners, 18 years
old, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. She was
the prettiest girl in that city In the
celebration of the ray 
Miss Stirnners represented. a nation
on one of the allegorical floats. The
ateel corslet was part of her costume.
She became fatigued and was injured
internally. She was taker' to a boa
phial and an operation for appendicitis
was performed. A second operation
was necessary. Miss Sumner/ steadi-
ly lost ground' till death came yester-
day.
Why He Quit.
(Pfifladelphia Ledger
"So yhtere out of polftici? What's
the ntatfer?"
"That iinconatitatinnal law that
raakec a candidate swear to hie sot.-
psalm' "
"Win toldl yam it was tiorc,co.Par-
t instal?"
"Nebods: Cat ten eat a '11,1.1
ssif. ten', • witness orolrebelP egeiant
bace:ncr fe sire evitil•ec• 110 togri
sgeR Iritueett? • Weliff
Finds
" -Tyr
i3g5%5 . re marriage is entire-
MONEY IN WALL STREET Iy out of ahequestion, where the care
Easy Picking On the Gotham
Stock Market.
New York, Aug. 2.—Abraharn
White, who is said to have made
$2,000,000 last week plunging on the
long side of the Harriman stocks,
with part of his winnings bought
late John A. McCall's estate at West
End. Long Branch, made another
coup today and immediately went up-
town with his wife to spend his
mannings.
On 'Monday White went to the
office of his brokers. "Mrs. White
needs about $5,000 shopping money."
he said, "and there is no reason why
I shouldn't get it out of Wall street."
Great Northern preferred came out
on the ticker at 305 .
"That looks cheap. I think I'll get
some of that," he said. He took 500
shares at 305 and acio Northern
Pacific at 210.
Early in the afternoon Mrs. White
arrived at ,her husband's office pre-
piieetl--te- go shopping, —White-aakang
her to wait a few minutes, closed out
soo Great Northern Pacific at 218.
The Great Northern transaction
netted him $8,5oo, and the Northern
Pacific $4.000, a total of $12,500.
"That will be enough," he said to
Mrs. White, "to buy linen and slyer
for our new home."
PAYING TELLER GOES TO JAIL
Alexaliciler R. Chisholm Unable To
Give fiaS000 Bond—Embez-
zled Sioo,000.
Birmingham, Ala., Aug. 21,—Alex-
ander B. Chisholm, recently paying
teller of the First National Bank of
tills city, who confessed to the em-
bezzlement of aloo,000 of the bank's
funds, entered a plea of not guilty to-
day when his preliminary hearinz was
called before United States Com-
missioner Watts. His bond was
placed at $25,00o, and, failing to give
it, he was tonight taken to jail for the
I rst time since his arrest. Up to the
present time he has lived at a local
hotel in custody of deputy marshals.
The cases of W. L. Sims and C. M.
Hayes, manager and assistant man-
ager, respectively, of ,the local com-
mission house of GilbEr & Clay. with
whom Chisholm is alleged to have lost
the money speculat.ng in cotton, were
also called. Sims was bound over to
3..vait the action of the federal grand
jury under $25,000 bond, and Hayes
bond was fixed at $5,000.
Walter Percy, director of the First
National, testified to conversations
with Chisholm immediately after his
arrest. Other witnesses examined
were Directors Culpepper Exum, W.
H. Hassenget. Assistant Cashiers
Tow Bowtod'and A. Forsythe.
WILL TEACH GIRLS FREE
IN HOUSEHOLD ARTS.
Wealthy Women of Cleveland, Ohio
Agree to Patronize School.
Cleveland. Ohio. Aug. 22—A train-
ing school in household science will
he opened about Sept. 1 in the Burke
mansion. Girls who are willing to
train for service in homes and, who
come recommended will be accepted
at the training school and given their
board free while learning.
"The girls will be taught everything
pertaining to the household," says
Miss Frances Broderick who, sgith
Mrs. N. F. Schrock, will be in charge
of the school. Even deportment' in
homes of luxury will .be taught."
Many wealthy women. including
Mrs. Tom L. Johnson, pledged them-
selves to back the enterprise.
of persons dependent upon an indi-
vidual demands sacrifice of self. There
are cases where a lack of competency
forbids the sharing with another of
the struggles of life. There are many
instances Where inherited or acquired
disease puts a ban upon marriage. But
the natural and normal condition is
that whickattends the home, and the
followina of the motto, "None that I
love more than myself" is but the ex-
pression of a narrow selfishness which
effects the limited environment in
which the individual wisilies to move.
Former generations in our own
country and older civilizations were
not slow in expressing their diisap-
proval of the glorification of the sin-
gle life. The conditions of modern
society Show many evils connected
with marriage that are patent to ev-
ery one. Perhaps the shrinking from
marriage and home making on the
part of many is an evil also. more
disastroti: in the loniz run to the in-
terests of the age and the nation.
Traits of Norway's Queen.
Bachelorhood.
(Chicago Tribune.)
It was significant that the badge
worn in a parade of pachelors in a
recent demonstration was a yellow
one, an appropriate color for the mot-
to. "None that I love more than my-
self." If badge and motto were to he
considered a joke, they might 'be al-
lowed to pass unnoticed. But-there
are many reasons for thinking that
there are people who rejoice in what
is called single blessedness, and that
the feeling is growing, especially in
the cities, that such a state is alto-i
gether the best.
With a suggestion that the divorce
records of twenty years may reveal
2000 cases a year as Chicago's con-
tributions to theh history of matrimo-
niat woes. arid with daifr illustrations
of-theafailnreanf-marriege -rivets
wearisome detail in the newspapers,
the 'bachelor or spinster might well,
hesitate before embarking upon al
-troublous sea. Such hesitation might
he encouraged by the other daily list
of hasty unions and marriages on ex-
cursion trips, where love at first sight
sometimes finas a quick sequence in
bonds, which ought to be welded only
after careful thought and some degree
of acquaintance.
But, whatever the hesitation or how- •
ever great the disapproval of malty
things covinected wit inodeva mar-
riage, (he fact remains that the plait
of the woold it %ased Home tne expec-
tattoo of tEe lawful Ruins of persona
fh• race aid tie visisterstaca of ••-
el Napnatts set ism ties netrOstvatioa sif
sieey. Eke. hat-1144r osglit ro ita
sidbraff tat ot Once la tili• acoss.-.-•
or the ail.;..rm end t$e sisTsster equal-
ly en 'Mere are plenty nf eareptioas
ANA mew ha mcersmiesS. Lbw* are
In a sketch of the new queen of
Norway it is said that she is probably
the slimmest woman in her dominion.
Her waist measures but 17 inches and
she is so ethereal in appearance that
even in ,England, where the cult of
thinness has as forsIsipers practicall
all the women of the kingdom and
most of the men. she is called rather
too frail and delicate in appearance.
Queen Maud was the tomboy member
of King Edwards family. She was
the baby of the family and its bright-
est member as well. It was she who
first nicknamed her brother, the late
Duke of Clarence, Collars and Cuffs,
a name which clung to him through
life. She called her eldest sister, the
Duchess of Fife, now called the princ-
es royal, her royal shyness, on ac-
count of that retiring lady's almost
morbid dislike of appearing in pub-
lic. And it was this merry princess
who collected all the quoted sayings
and doings of the royal family in a
scrap book and labeled it "Thinks We
Never Did or Said."
As She Understood It.
(Los Angeles Times.)
Nellie Bly startled the family, and
a number of visitors, one Sunday af-
ternoon, by saying:
"I like to go to church because they
sing nice hymns about flowers and in-
sects and things to eat, and the man
in the night gown talks about birds."
"Why. Nellie," protested, mamma,
"I do not know of any hymns about
insects and things to eat."
"Oh: yes," she exclaimed, "last Sun-
day they sang a hymn about "Bring-
ing in the Cheese,' and today they
sang about 'Just as I am. Without
One Flea.' Then. the man in the
night gown talked about a hawk an*
two pigeons."
Later, they ascertained that the text
had been "Why halt yet between two
opinions?"
Amerieon shoes are so popular
Germany that many manufactures
that country cell their goods
"American made"
in
in
as
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, ' CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEARPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND It- tOAD'VVAY
TEL. 70
Good Tooth
Brushes
You cannot find a single tooth
brush in all our stock] !which
is not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth brush we scell to
give satisfaction. If one should.
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give you a new one for it
or return your money, which-
ever you prefer
J. I Oehlschlaefer
DRUGICIIST
SIXTY AND BROADWAY
TEUIPHOME Os.
SCHOOL BOOKS AND
SCHOOL SUPPLES
For the:Cow:dry Schools at
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
We have:what you and
we know what you want.
COME TO US WE CANGG SUPPLY YOU
-
EDGAR 77. 71.-HTTFMORE„,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH RBAi. EST .4 . WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 1. EAR*
11001NTMLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WEITIPERN
1ZE14TUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FM TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR 1-.T.
ct W. WittliTTEM•011.E. •••••ittuniPotde-rir
+111164 
.;-'w I;-A.1 nonicy
E E. COULSON,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office; 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Matta, Efinger
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREBT: PADUCAH. Ift
Co.
 INN
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truetart
Dependable)
(IRBY
Artistic
and
BEAUTIFUL
nomrsarsvmsin.
Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
Mose extorsAve this season
than ever. Your will be do-
lighted with our display of
Bels-pitas and buckles, Hair
combs and
Cases
Ornaments, in
Barrettes, Silver Card
sad Puna*. We
allowing all of the
•
are
JEW STYLE BRACELETS
J. L. woLFF,
JEWELEI
3ee
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion tart of Padocat.
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retur
It is a trip of pleasure, cornfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave ea..11
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jae
Nbger, etipertnt enderst; Fru&
Brown, agent
Excursion Rates on
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meats and
berth included.
ROUND TAM TO CAIRO, party
of Ike ow over Si.eo each, without
meals; $11.•• with meals.
Good softie an all The boats. For
wine pemical.- re see
, S. A. NOWLICR, %eel. Pass. Agent
es MIMS P4W41114, City Pale..
Ajpem. MOM* „
I a a a.,. alk11.4‘..i alt.; a a.4a•
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
For City Judge.
We are authorized to announce
D. A. CROSS
as a candidate for :he office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Eike-
bon to be held Thursday, September
20.
We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYEAR.
a candidate for the office of City
Jidge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
ton of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
20.
Maria:lay Morning, August 23, 1906
Reform Needed in Street Work.
The board of public works seems
determined to require the street con-
tractors to be more considerate of the
convenience of the public, and, ac-
cording to the action taken yesterday,
the board will hold the inspectors on
the work responsible for conditions
in which the work is left each even-
ing.
The patience of the public has been
almost exhausted over the delays and
annoyance experience thus far, and
especially on Kentucky avenue. Ac-
fording to the Register's notion, th
contractors and others seem to go at
things blindly and tear up a street b:
fore they have any assonance that
they can -go right along with the
work. We readily understand that
delays will occur, but it seems rather
odd that these thing occur at every
turn: In May the sictewalik contrac-
tors cktimed they couift not get cin-
ders for low
they seemed t
work on West
actually almosi
tucky avenue, yet
ye plenty for the
efferson "flrcet, and
ed one contract
out there before touching the other
%fib& Ten days ago it was reported
that work would start on the sidewalks
on Kentucky avenue from Fourth
to Ninth streep,Tbut the contractor
is busy somewhere else, and the city
engineer says -Jars wilt be OO Kentucky
avenue in a few days. The same con-
tractors took the repairing of the curb-
ing and gutters on Broacitway, and
made the repairs to two blocics and
abandonecrfhe work. The old surface
of the street bat been removed and
the new !surface laid for those two
Cocks and the vsorklitops: On the
heels of this the bitufitic people start-
ed to tearing op the other side of the
street, but by orders ;91 the board of
public works must hold up tuttil the
curbing is rspairetl. This .thing of
tearing up stratitaf may suit the con
tractors, but it does not suit the pub-
lic.
Out at Ninth and., Broadway the
street for one hundred feet is left in
an unfinished state and work aban-
doned on it three weAs ago. tvaitina
on the traction company that was
waiting on rails, frogs or something
else. That material, however, arrived
two days ago, but it is not con-
venient at this time to return to
Ninth and Broadway to finish that
 
'—woeltr-,---An--.tn--tht—itteortvertience and
annoyance to the people out that way,
the contractor:, seem quite indiffer-
ent. They tear up a street or side-
walk and leave it in that condition
for weeks at a time. when by the ex-
penditure of a few dollars temporary
passageways could be {provided. and
much complaint stopped.
Radical reforms in the way of
building streets is needed in this city.
and if the board- of public works- can
convince the contractors and coat-
' Paiiiitit- of this fact it will be better
for all parties.
es
Paducah has ton many dives and,
• disreputable resorts. If possible, it
should have none. Anyhow, it has too!
many even for
it is time for
A memther ot tne general cvazicia
some weeks ago proposed to intro-
duce an ordinance prohibiting the
circulation of obscene literature and
pictures, -but the-statutes cover that
offense. What Paducah really needs
is an ordinance prohibiting unwhole-
some posters, or suggestive pictures,
that are frequently to lie found on the
bill boards of the city or displayed in
the show windows.
At this time the bill boards of the
city flame wth the advertisement of a
medicine in which the nude figure of
a woman covered with gauze reclines.
A crusade against such -posters has
been started in New York, and it is
against the law to expose to public
view unwholesome posters. The Mem-
phis newspapors :have taken up the
subject, and in the Commercial-Ap-
peal of yesterday is the following:
While Anthony 'Comstock and the
Art Students' league of New York
city are contending before the cour s
over what is and whet is not immoral
in the nude in art, many of the small-
er cities of the country are literally
plastered with shocking posters that
cannot possibly lay claim to any of
the chaste and exalted feeling or high
artistic treatment which alone justi-
fies the expression of the nude
through art.
The larger and more metropolitan
cities have forbiddlen the display of
nudity upon bill boards, both as an in-
decent exhibition of coarseness and as
a subtle poison capable of tainting the
minds of the children and youth of
the land. New York has gone even
further. There bill posters must not
only not display the nude. but must
not post scenes suggestive of any
crime whatever, and social specula-
tors, observing the effect produced up-
on the young people because of the
absence of tIe unclean poster and pic-
tures, are kindled with zeal to cause
other cities to enact the New York
ordinance.
Our own city authorities have ex-
tensive powers in this respect, under
L. a az it11C1311011 01 tne noaro at
public works was called to the funds
on hand to the credit of the street
department being insufficient to meet
Lb. -cost of --the- -proposed improve-
ments, and the board simply called the
attention of the general council to the
fact with a polite request for instruc-
tion.s on the subject. An intelligent
business man would at once understand
that business prudence required the
board to make known the information
to the general council so as to enable
that body to take such action as it
might deem necessary in the prem-
ises. Had the board of public works
said nothing about the matter and
shown no disposition to co-operate
with the legislative department it
would have merited censure for fail-
ing to apprise the general council of
conditions. As it is, ttiat4 body is in
possession of the facts and in a posi-
_act intelligently _in the
ter.
At the last meeting of the alder-
men the question of granting the
voters of Paducah the privilege of
voting for bonds for a water and
light plant was postponed until to-
night. About one thousand citizens
have petitioned the general council for
a vote on tbe question. Up to this
time four aldermen—have kept that
privilege from the people. T.his is
America, not Russia; yet, under ex-
isting conditions, four men defy the
expressed wish of a thousand, and
among that thousand are hundreds
who voted for some of those four
men, and as another election is at
hand it would be well for the people
to know exactly- where their repre-
sentatives stand on this question. In
this country public officials are sup-
posed to be the servants of the peo-
ple, not their masters.
existing ordinances, but the law, as' The Paducah Line-Up.it stands, is vague and uncertain, re- I (Owensboro Inquirer.)quiring a distinct and separate inter- In the fight at Paducah against thcpretation for each picture, though they larrogant public utility corporations,
may be of a like class. it lacks that 
:he Register is on the side of theuniversality which when present in a people, the News-Democrat with thelaw of this kind puts the bill poster
corporations, and the Sun is on thehimself in possession i at a knowledge
of what is erb-dden thereby prevt-
ing eveara "temporary display of the
untlesktble picture.
To flilse.eittent the ordinance needs
amendment, as in its present shape un-
clean and what to many minds are
deemed indecent posters may be dis-
played in the city and remain upon ,
exhibition until ordered removed by
the town authorities.
Incidents of this kind are not infre-
quent. Only recently Memphis found
itsel finetrelantly and objectionably
posted with a display of the nude.
Even now, in places. the streaming
tatters of this poster may be seen
swinging portions of naked anatomy
in the witick Who tore these posters
from the boards and! why they were
mutilias
not been made public;
'but 41111 diiposed that some citizen
complained, and the authorities, after
inspection, gave orders for hasty re-
moval.
This is not exactly as it ought to
be. There should be no display in the
first place. Our ordinance should be
so construed that mistakes of this sort
could not be made. and if fashioned
after the New York ordinance and en-
forced with like vigor we venture to
say that there would be no necessity
for the "good citizen" to complain, be-
cause there would be neither occasion
nor excuse for the bill poster to exhib-
it any picture of a questionable na-
ture. irCrl
Cheap Amusements.
The baseball season in Paducati is
closed and it is reported that the
bacl:ers of the loot club have lost
some money.
true or it may
we do know: If
The report tray be
not be true; but this
the owners of the
club desire the baseball public to go
fence.
The Crops of igo6.
(Globe
-Democrat.)
In the aggregatae cereal yield 'oda
will break all records. This is indi-
cated by figures of conditions and
acreage just made public by the de-
partment of agriculture. The corn
crop will amount to 2,693,0422,000 bush-
els, if present prospects bold out a
few weeks longer. This will 'tack on-
ly temoo.000 bushels of reaching.the
biggest figures of the. past. tee iNeld
for toos. But there is elope *het gyrn
the 1005 crop will be left behind,. In
no year except loos were the corn
prospects so bright as they age at this
moment.
The wheat crop has passed all for-
mer records. It amounts to 7,40s000 -
000 bushels. As the greater part of
this is already harvested, these fig-
ures are likely to stand. The winter
wheat crop is 492,000.000, and the
spring variety is 267.000.000, The Fara-.
est previous aggrerate wheat yield
was in Icor when it was 74.R000000
4shels. or T T.000.000 bushels belovre too 6total. As the preliminary fiss-
ures of the department of agricitl-
titre. like those just given out, are
useally below the aggregate which is
found in the final round-sip, there is
an excellent chance that the indicated
759n00000 bushels wilJ teen out to he
greater than this when the returns are
all in.
Oats, rye, barley. bucitwheat amid
potatoes are also tip to high figures
in the estimate made by the depart-
ment of naricoltore !Tay ‘aows a
slight falling off in acreage and proli-
ably in yield. But the grand- appre-
gate of the country's greet crops will
he larger then in any forret year.
This will be needed beravse the count-
try is growing with great raniditv.
to the park and pay the regulation Not far from goon ono are ?Irina pllet-
league price to see games, they must ed to our population each year now-
abandon the cheap policy and hire adays. with tIte immietation enroal-
erabl yahove the anociamo rtack.first-class ball players. Mlen who con- Prices -remain hit+ whirl); 'melt", that
duct baseball parka or theaters can-
not fool the public with cheap talent.
The amusement seekers are the most
critical of all buyers. Wiwn they put
down their etnoney they expect to get these 'days.
Is equisParent. -Chap clubs and cheap
. 
ers (41shows' may command' a good piace iI .Platter 0 of Favor.
for a while, but the public soonl (New York Mail.)
catches on to the fact that they are 
Denims is a pretty reasonable chapi
after all Red his admiration 'for, fight-paying first-class prices for second-1 ing. cotrat-e is well nigh extravagant.
rate attractions. Paducah will sutal H.." instinct leads him to despise.the
port a first-class- baseball club, but small men who cater to his whims,
dlance when he pipes and tramble atnot one with two or three weak places
his very katzenjammers. Tile gospelcaused by the owners' desire to keepi of honest dissent is going to.be moredown expenses. The pabliOdemands. popular in this country than ever be-
full value, and if it does not get it fore. We shall hear less of cand--
they will stay away from those places.: dates able to "swing the Trish vote"
or "German vote," or "the old soldier
vote," less of self-styled "friends of
the people" and more of candidatesamen have criticised the board of too honest and self-respecting topublic works for calling the attention cringe and flatter. Hitherto the steam
of the general council to the balance roller has been reserved for the man
men of independent courage. It lookson hand for street wort and request-
as if for a while the voters were go-ing that body for instructions in re-
Some of the narrow-minded coun-
the producers will get big returns ior
their crops Tge home consumer will
have enough for all lide needs. end
the foreign demand caa readily he
met. The farmer is the favoted man
mg, to run-it hack and forth over mena wide-open town, and gtard to new work. These cheap are willing to "alter theft, con:fomeone to get busy. I screws think thee scent a political—vietions to suit."
4Atat
1*
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A FIclITER FROM 'WAY BACK
HE FORCES ,VROUGH REFORMS BY HIS OWN PERSONALITY
AND FREELY USES VETO POWER—HE IS FEARED BY PO.
LITICAL PARTIES AND !WEEDY CORPORATIONS OF THAT
CITY--A WARM ADVOCATE OF MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP.
If you see J.' Adams, the mayor
of Buffalo, seated at a desk with his
face in remose, you may take him to
be 64 years old, and that is ,in fact,
his age, says a Buffalo letter to the
New York Times. But if he gets up,
walks across the room and greets you,
you will think you were -mistaken, and
that he is not more than so at the on:-
side. He has a quick, spring step,
an energetic way, and a general air of
force.
-He is about 5 feet Is inches in
height, and his hair and mustache are
snow white.  He  was born  jo_.aco_ts
land, but his love of fight might lea4
one to think that he came from Ire-
land. He is never so happy as when
he is in the middle of a battle, and
that as why he enjoys being M2y0T of
Buffalo. it is meat, drink and recrea-
tion to him.
"He just loves to stir up the ani-
mals," said a Buffalo man.
There is enough doing for a reform
mayor of Buffalo to satisfy even Ad-
am's appetite for war. The same old
ring is in control of the Buffalo coun-
cil, and it is just as corrupt as ever.
It nominated Adam so that it might
sneak into office under cover of his
popularity, and he carried into office
as unwholesome a lot of city legis-
lators as ever did business.
His part since then has been that
of lion-tamer in a menagerie, and he
certainly has the lions tamed. They
are not getting any crooked deals
through the council. There is no steal-
ing going on. The city is clean The
ring is in mortal terror of Adam.
'He ithe greatest vetoer that ever
sat in tlie mayor's chair. V-toes used
to be exceedingly rare. No wthev
come at the rate of half a -dozen a
week. Sometimes they at" not given
to measures of vast import-ince. Adam
keeps track of details. attd returns
loosely drawn and defecre resolu-
tions, as well as ordinvhces whose
faults are more serious. In this way
elle is keeping his unhappy council
jacked up to its duty.
Long-term franchises to street raii-
roads used to he the rule in Buffalo.
Ninety-nine-year franchises were quite
common, and sometimes they were ex-
tended to goo years. About three
months ago William F. Sheehan un-
dertook to get a five-mi:e grant in
the city in connection with a big trol-
ley project for a road friss Buffalo
to Erie. In former yea- c he would
have had no trouble in retting what
he wanted He came he-s• to see the
councilmen and found he would have
to see the mayor. He did so and
found argument vain. He finally had
to accept a 25-year ri.anch i se —the
shortest-term franchise ever granted
in Buffalo. Furthermore, the city
gets per cent on the gross receipts
every year, which does not include
the special franchise taa.
It would have been oc no use for
Sheehan to appeal to 'he common
council. In the present 
-tate of pub-
lic opinion, that body would not care
to pass any measure aver Adam's
veto. The mayor has the town be-
hind him.
He is an arvorate of tr - micipal own-
ership, and has been consistent in that
policy for years. In the common coun-
cil, when 'he was a member, his en-
thusiasm for the cause became a sort
of joke among his colledigues. He
had it at his finger ends, and when-
ever any sealect came before the
council that gave him a loophole, lie
would arise and extemporanenusla
fire statistics by the yard at the other
councilmen, all showing how much
ciheaper the thing was done in Glaa-
Row and other places where municipal
An illustration, of the extent
which Adam is feared by theh political
and financial powers is given in the
history of the Gilmore-avenue grant.
This was the last grant secured by a
railroad corporation on the old favor-
able terms. The term of Mayor E.
C. Knight was ending and in- a few
days Adam would come into office.
The company feared Adam to such a
degree that it used every possible in-
fluence to rush tlie grant through the
council before he 'should take office.
It succeeded by a  narrow shave, and 
MItyor Knight signed the grant on
the last day of his administration.
The sturdy mayor is the son of a
Scotch minister of the old-fashioned
type. He was born in Peebles, Scot-
land, on March 1, 1842. When he was
four years old his parents took him
to Edinburgh, and there he was edu-
cated at a parochial school. At the
age of 12 he became an apprentice in
the wholesale "small warehouse" of
A "small
notion es-
Thomas Cooper & Co.
warehouse" is British for a
tablishment.
The future mayor got $t a week for
the first three years of his apprentice-
ship. $t.5o for the fourth, and $2 for
the fifth. He begun as a bundle boy
and ended as a journeyman clerk.
Then he stayed with the firm as a
clerk for five years, at the end of
which time he went into business with
J. J .Richardson. who had been one of
the partners of Cooper & Co,
After seven years of partnership
with Richardson Mr. Adam came tl
this country, and in tft72 came to Buf-
falo to join his brother. The latter
was the head of the firm of Adam.
Meldrum & Co.. and J. N. Adam be-
came a buyer for it. Then he went
into business for himself in New Ha-
ven, Conn.. with John Taylor of New
York. In !fait he stad out and re-
turned to Buffalo to open a store
here lie rented the White building.
wihich had just been completed, and
the business increased until the firm
moved to its prealfit• location on
Main street. Two or three years ago
Mr Adams retired from business with
a ,i,"9110F ptade in the old-fashioned
way in wFich Marshall Field made
his.
ln tRos he became a councilman.
and. except for two years. was a
councilman or alderman until his elec-
tion as mayor. In the council his in-
domitable grit, his fighting powers and
'his habit of standing out for the right
and square thing every time gave him
a prestige far above that of any other
member.
Adaus'elibrary is famous here lit'
is a great reader and student. His
collection of books on the subject of
municipal ownership is a small library
in itself. He is a tireless worker, and.
despite his age, his work never ex-
hausts hint He has been known to
hold a conference at his house at
midnight and then to be found hard
at work among h s papers it 9 o'clock
the next morning
A good many people here believe
that the Cleycland experimeot coald
be repeated with Adam—that the elec-
tion of the reform mayor of Buffalo
On 11012 to the governorship could he
repeated with the reform maYor of
19)6. The parallel could never be
complete. however, for Adam was not
born in the United States, and hence
could not repeat Cleveland's luck by
finishing in the White House.
The Tariff on Salt.
(Clinton Democrat.)
Every three people, on the average,
use a barrel of salt a year The total
'mount consumed last year was 26.-
572.7oo barrel'. which included onlyownership pas the rule
in, and is always equipped for battle.
"The ring" has never had any use
for him, and never nominated him ex-
cept when the skies looked squally
and it was necessary to take advan-
tage of his popularity. He served four
years as councilman and later as al-
derman. Then he became a coun-
cilman again. He is a rich business
man. who has no personal ?motive for
going into politica-11e is simply there
for a lose of fight and a desire to en-
force the theories of good govern-
ment. He is rather taciturn and some-
times abrupt in -his ways. -He is thor-
oughly democratic, however. and al-
together, is extremely popular.
Last year, when the mayoralty sit-
oation began to get warm. Adam,
who was then a councilman, went to
Scotland. When he got back the may-
oralty was offered him. Now he has
gone to Scotland again ,and there are
those who think Adam hopes that
I .1ST 133 barrels imported from for-Adam advocates the initiative and .• '
an countries. The tariff duty on saltflreferendum, the direct nomination sys•'
tern and other reforms. He is a red' 
15 12 cents per too pounds in pack-
ages and R cents per too pounds 'fhot believer in whatever he believes imported in Milk This amounts to
last year's hostory will repeat itself salt trust is but one of many trusts
as to the governorsHip. He has not that plunder the 'American people, and
said- or odone anything, however, to yet the Republican leaders have de-
iacticate thati.he bag been listening to eider/ to stand pat and let the plunder-
the gubernatorial bee. int continue. •
33.32 per cent duty on salt in packages
and 53.16 per cent duty in hulk. ac-
cording to the government statistics
of imports for t9o5. This large pro-
tect-ive-tariff-rhsty **owe -the
to charge about double 'the price sale
would sell for than it would if the
duty were abolished. So when the
farmer buys a barrel of salt about one-
half the price he pays is increased
profit to the trust, because the trust
is protected 'from competition. Ths
salt imported in packages costs in the
country from which it was imported,
40 cents per TOO prniiicla and the salt
in bulk to cents per too pounds. Salt
catr he made here at about the same
cost as abroad, so the profits of the
trust. it can be seen, are enormous.
'As the salt trust is protected by the
tariff from 33 to 53 per cent, or an
average of ovek 5R per cent, every
family has to pay about double for
wihat they use in consequence of this
special protection to the trust. The
PRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
if 
420 
OLD-
202-R 1
tl.nt:1=======83811
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S 4th St.
Gas and GaEolin.e
Engines
For All Purposes
I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap.
eat and most economical.
Special attention to electric light-
ing plants.
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Pacrucan, Ky.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO
CHATTANOOGA, ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA,
Nso to Asheville. Ilenr17-;onvillari,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
and many other resorts in the "Land
of the Sky" and beautiful "Sapphire.
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
artiste, picturesque mountain scenery,
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land fall
the Sky" booklet and other hand.
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pas?. Agest,
Lexington, Ky.
C.. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Paw
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gent. Posa,
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
Have
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REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and dsint-
est articles with the utmost care.
and make repairs that are absoluteig
satifactory.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
311 Broadway.
PHONE 723-a.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Laranaraiso.
Ink
a
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Only Made a Flesh Wound. I Vincennes
' Cairo  
Jacksonville 57
There was another shooting affray Paducah 
 54
last night in which negro men were Danville  47
the participants. It occurred about ito Miattoon  41
o'clock and the location was Second,
and Clark street. Joim Griffin keeps
a hoarding-house in the section, named
and Flem Coleman boards with him.1Last night at the hour given Gordon,‘
who had been away from home, re-
turned to find Coleman talking to his , Cairo 4, Paducah
wife out in the rear of the house. Not: Cairo, III.. Aug. 22.—The
liking the appearance of things, Gor-, a good game" from the I
Ann drew his- gun ,and -opened fire -on aftertfeett.---Seetel-
Coleman. Coleman had in the mean-
time turned to run, and Gordon shot Cairo 
him twice as he ran, one shot bitting Paducah 
'him in the left thigh, making just al 'Batterisss Hatch and
skin wound, and the other striking Piatt and Downing.
/am in the center -of the back. just'
off the spinal column, hut as it was' No Game at Vincennes.
fired at such close range it only maeiet, Vincennes, hid.. Aug. 22.—No game
a flesh wound, not entering the hol-: today; Vincennes and Jacksonville
low. The gun , Gordon used was a teams missed the train at Ashland,
two
-barreled one, Ind. know it was III. Double-header Friday.
empty, be ran after Coleman and he-!
gan to beat him over the head with Chenault and Purdue Sold.
the weapon, and in this way cut his President Murphy announced yes-
head in several places ere Cnleman terday that 'he had bought two pitch-
could get away from him. • I ers from the Vincennes ,team of the
'Running out on Third street, Cole- K. I. T. League. They are Chenault
man came uppn Officer Singery and and Piirdue. both right handers. He
Told him of the shooting, and soon has also closed a deal for Seabaugh
thr officer had Gorclon also and took a catcher of the Spring-field team in the
him and Coleman to the city hall. Wdstern Association.—Cbicagin Lx-
Gdon was locked up, charged with aminer.
maliciotss shooting with intent to kill.
and Coleman was turned over to Dr Quite Badly Hurt.
Bass, who came on call for necesary Last night about 1030 o'clockrepairs, and then he. too, was sent
down beneath the hall. while Mr. Geo. Walters, the printer,
I was on his way home ring hisThe wounds of Coleman are pain-
ful. but otherwise of littl wheel he was run mm by an unknown
quence. That the shot which struck 
e 
boy with a buggy and the
him in the back resulted in only a shaft struck Mr. Walters In the ribs
thm, breakingflesh wound only. goes to show two of them.
his time had not come. Such shots The negro in charge of the buggy
was on the wrong side of the streetfired from such a pistnl six times out
of ten would prove a man-getter with- ard Mr. Walters went to cross the
ont doubt. !street at Eleventh and Broadway
This shootins will get an airing in when the acc:dent happened. Dr.
the city courrto-day. Delia Caldwell attended Mr. Walters
and :ate last night said he was resting
well and after a few days layup would
he himself again. • 4
FORCED INTO
a Iliood Rest.
I ntn thisSteCir 4. e °l ylines,gesetc., hence
usEs Hs cuNV Smithlant hadi ) al ,batalllines htve about been lost througl
) general nonattention by the people.
JOHN GORDAN SHQT FLEM
 BASEBALL YESTERDAYCOLEMAN LAST RIGHT.
How They Stand.
One Shot Hit Coleman in Back, But Won. Lost.- Pct.
Where They Play Today.
Paducah at Cairo.
Jacksonville at Vincennes.
Mattoon at Danville.
2.
locals won
ndians this
HAD A NARROW ESCAPE.
John Hancock. an I. C. R. R. Switch-
man, Unfortunate and Fortunate.
"JIM CROW" CAR.
John Hancock, a switchman for the
Negro Preacher and His Wife Ex•I. G. R. R. who lives on \Vest Jack-
son street. yesterday morning nar I pelled From the Pullman Sleeper.rowly escaped. serious, if not fatal, in-juries. He Inas at work, and in at- iHopkinsville, Ky.. Aug. 22.—Whentemnting to make a coupling failed the fast Chicago limited on the liii-to jump Near of the moving cars A. nois Central pulled in here Mondaylarge furniture box car hit him on the a passenger asked Policeman Bryanthead and felled him, unconscious. to Aaker to come into the Pullman carthe ground. but, fortunately, at the and force a negro and his wife to gosame tins knocked hirn away from the into the negro coach. The officertrack and the wheels of rtie cars. Re went into the car and found the ne•was picked tip and taken to the rail- groes in their berth He orderedroad hospital for attention, and there them to get up and dress, which theyit was found that he had eucaned any did without much protest, and heserious ininrv, the lick norm the head then marched them hack into the col-having failed tn.crush the skull 
' tired section. The train was held forIt is thought that Hancnek will be nine minutet while the neirroes w^rehimself again in a few days. 
' dressing and changing their location.
I The man was a preacher and was enMiss Buckner Gives a Supper. t route from Nashville to some point in
Wednesday evening. ,at Hawkins', Michigan.
cafe, on Broadway, one of the swell.
eat banquets given of its kind in this MINISTER COMM
city was given by Miss Garnett Buck-, IN WASHINGTON
net. of Eighth and Jefferisin streets,
in honAr of her visitor. Miss Maty Expected to Return to Kentucky forBlossom Beaumont. of Mayfield, and
Miss Kate Wire, of Mayfield, who is
the 'house guest of the Misses Hobson. Washington, Aug. aa.— LeslieThe supper was served in five cones. of Kentucky, United Statescourse and was tinder the manage-1 minister to Guatemala. arrived yester-menu of Its. Hawilcins, one of the pro- day on two months' leave, and re-nrietors of the cafe, who understands. ported to the state departmenthow to manage a swell affair like this . Hewill leave • tomorrow for Warmone. Covers were laid for about spring,. Va.. to visit his daughter.twenty-five young people.
Aiken staying tbere a week. he will goAfter the supper the party went to to ah._
the home of Miss II/it-knees where thev row Kentucky home to enjoy a rest
Were entertained with 'different kinds 
and attend to private business. Mr
of games. Cembs said he knew nothing about
Keneticky politics, but hoped *ley
R. H. E.
4 7 0
2 7 2
Quiesser;
were as quiet as the politics of Central
America since the United States.Tuesday night a delightful bay ride throng% Mir. Combs, secured lastingwas given by Mr. Joe Tucker and peat there.
Miss ,Ntlarmin 'Packer, 1017 Ilarr;- 1
son st to some of their young I -1WEANS BUSINESS.reet friends.
Every guest say they had one of New
 
York Grand jury Gabs_ After4-he 
-best- -t-ines of theIrlitfell. •' 
They were driven out to Min Winit Ice Trust in Earnest.'
nte Tucker's. about Ave miles from! Mt.,,sisw York, Aug. 22.—The grandthe city on the Cairo road. Oki their! jury resumed its investigation of thearrival they were met by a large situation affecting the price of ice ircrowd of boys and girls from around this city. Beforethe neighborhood, who helped to en- ' going. into sessiontcrtain those from the city. 
I Judge Rosalsky informed the jury
' that a mere presentment would he aRefreshments were served; such as waste of time in view of the serious-watermelons, ices, cskes and all kinds rises of she .411st:rill and the elwirac-Or fruits. ter sif the evidence already 'presentedThose is/vertu from here were to it.Misses Essie Blacknalt Edna Bulcie. - A member of she grind jury saidMarvin' Tucker and Mrs. Page; todiv! 
-
Messra. Joe Tucker, Vera Phill.ps "Tin, :^ 1"'11f7Vir," ;5 griCws-so 'heirand Mr. Odcock. fruit. We are going to get, if pi-The party was chaproned by Mr. ble, the one responsible for The pres-and Mrs. Cecil Gilltnn, of Clay street. i  ent Price of ice." 
Resurveying Simithland. I BOND YOUR EMPLOYES INJames H. Wilxcox, the civil rngi-ineer of that city, is in' Smithland AMERICAN SURETY CO.making a-mip of that place. Thetown authorities la.tely decided to ini-). Quick Settlements.
•prove and loat4y the place., bti C  E. JENNINGS & CO., Agents...s„ ks.. r
NUM Willi
SKULLICRUSHED
.;•^
(Continued' From First Page.)
had assaulted him for the purpose of
robbery, and thr fact that he had
nothing of value on his person when
eearcked strengthed this idea, stil
the sevehe way n which he had been
Great regret was manifested that the
thees and thous were being cast aside,
and it was agreed that the church was
gradually diverging from the original
sonceptions laid down by th'e found-
ers.
The Quakers also held that the use
of the names of the days of the week
showed an unwelcome tendency to-
ward modernization. The names of
the days of the week were taken from
the pagan gods, the Friends de-
cleared, and should not be used. In-
stead Sunday should be called the
first day, Monday second day, and so
on.
Fastidious dressing came in for a
share of critic•sm during the day, and
it was held that it was a dePorable
fact that too much attention was
given by he younger generation of
Quakers to style -sostead of stitking
to the modest and simple garb of the
days gone by.
ADVANCE ORDERED
In Price of Tobacco in the Dark Dis.
trict of so Per Cent.
Amin nait-WW12, TITCCNTeellAg 13 MC
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Has
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S
GDRU STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
SHWERAGE SYSTEM TWO.
If Ordinance Is Ready
Will Meet Tonight
There will likely be a called session
of the council tonight to consider and
pass the ordinance for the building
of sewerage system No. 2. City Solic-
itor 'Campbell is drawing up the ordi-
nance for the work, as instructed by
the joint meeting of the two boards
early in the week, and hopes to have
the bill ready today. There is a de-
cided disposition among the members
of the council boards to hustle this
sewerage work along without any de-
lay which is avoidable.
Therefore if there is no need for
changes in the ordinance which is
being prepared and it is ready this'
evening the council will pass it with-
out any hesitancy, it is safe to say.
COILS DRAWN TIGHTER.
Frank Crane
of
66 42 . 61 t
59 51 ** -33 h6
„ urt leads some tb the conclusion51 '.52,15 that Carey was the victim of an ac-54 
• SCKI cident of some k nd, snore than likely61 
.435
65 ,s an effort to jump a Cairo' train. This.3 .67 .idea is strengthened because--of the
fact that only the hardest of blows
with some heavy instrument could
have so crushed his skull, the fact
that only the hardest of blows with
some instrument could have so
crushed his skull, the fact that where
he was found was hardy more than
seventy-five feet from the Cairo
anch---of the there-
was no sign about where was found
a scuffle or that he had been dragged
to the out-of-the-way place,osHad he
been assaulted by one or more men
they could have hardly vlaced him
where found without leaving some
sort of a trail, and there was nothing
of this kind to be found.
The manner of the wounding of
young Carey may go into local or
police history' as a mystery but if
there is ever a solution it will be that
it was an accident.
LEAVING OLD PATHS.
Indiana Quakers Object to Ways of
Younger Generation.
Richmond, Ind., Aug. 2..—The In-
diana meeting of Hicksite Friends at
its session yesterday discussed the
tendency of modern Quakers to elm-
mate from speech and dress many of
Frank Crane, who is in the county the characteristics of the early mem- .
sail charged with murderous assault'hers of this re'igious denomination.
upon and with robbing George Bain,1
the steamboat stewardt last Monday'
nistht, is having the toils drawn tight-I
er around him. He has not only been j
identified by Bain as the man whol
assaulted him, but it has been well j
established that Crane attempted to!
get two men to help him rob Bain)
but a short time before the attack'
was made.
Crane's case was continued in the
city court yesterday for additional'
testimony and to hear some new wit-
nesses. He seems unable to give the
bond fixed in his case.
ANNOUNCEMENT
To the Public:
I wish to announce that I have
opened a brand new stock of Jewelry
Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Cut
Glass, Hand
-Painted China and Urn-
brellas at ati4 Broadway. The store-
room has been remodeled and en•
larssed and fitted up for a first-classjev-elry store.. All my goods are new
and op-to-date, selected with a view
to please the trade of Palucah and
vicinity.
A cordial invitation is extended to
the public to visit my establishment
and inspect the line of goods on dis-play and that are arriving each day.
We will be glad to see you whether
you buy or not.
High-class work will be my special-
ty and all work ordered will be
promptly executed.. Clocks
called for and delivered to any part
of the city free of charge.. I ask a
there of your patronage, and I am de-
termined to have it if good work and
retsonable prices well get it.
A visit from you will be appreciated.
J. D. Sowers,
Phone 2088. Jewler. 224 Broadway.
155111MM51=115% 
.-mismionamme
GOO MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled.
Recognized as Assailant etc., various grades and various prices.George Bain.
I Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
.Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Cyclone Insurance
"JOHNNY REI3S" TO MEET. islut ;
-oft r•
Reunion of the Second Kentucky Bri. 
$6.00
 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARSgade at Fulton. There is to be a, reunion of the
Second Kentucky brigade. C. S. A., at
Ftsitori. Sept. 12. and the people of
tInsti,pisce are making preparations
fort large attendance. The local
camp of veterans, the J. T. Walbert
Camp, will send a delegation to the
resentatives Mkscrs. James Koger Its Abram
 L
 & co
11. Scott, Joe Ullman, W. H. Patter-
son and R. J. Barber, while many
ether/ will doubtless be present.
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 22,—General Alig free btarbecue and the pres- CaTobacco Growers' Association, has or ence of niany noted spea/kers from
dered an advance of about so cents among the veterans will be attractive
\tanager Ewing, of the Dark District features of the gathering.
per too pounds in the price of all
medium and good grades of leaf to- Landkat von Uslar. whom the kali-
bacco. The order applies to the whole Cr sent to German Southwest Africa
of the dark district, and is brought to discover water with the aid of his
about by the shortage and unfavorable divining rod. has found fifty-tree
condition of the growing crop. springs.
i
Have You
Started?
a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
per cent ®n depositii; We invite
small accounts.
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
mpbell Building. Both:Phones 369
MM.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultared pin and
is t "Leader" for the 'dealer/
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
MiTNILLEg, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH,
Paducah Transfer Company
(I'ncor porated.)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
El.itli,
SUPE OR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN-Afilid
ERY HOUSEHOLD GOODS. ., 4, vilrimoThe New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary S urgeons and dentists. Special facil-
ities have been providied for in constructing our new hospital which en-
ables us to treat all diseases of hot ses and dogs in the most modern ,
manner. We have a_clean, airy, sanitary and up-to-date place and one /.
that es completecn every detail.
We invite you td call and ins p ect our place.
Office sad Hospital, 429 South Third street
Ofticc phone, old, 13445; new 158; residence 18z6.
r 7 r •
/OFFICE SECOND AND MON ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK, SUPT
.The Register, delivered, 19c per week
4 TELErAITHY.,11L611 LH I lUil HUU110' CORRECTED M AY 3oth. ago&TWhat One Sincere X.e.e lilt! Not Find.
BY J. Z. 781:11 1I AN•
The Rev. Hiram Stoddard—kit:
'beat and sincerest CZIOnj men
been called from an obecure town to
•guide tho deetinios of one of eeiee,.
go's largest and most faahlonable con-
gregations. On Sunday - he was to
grateh his Bret scone!: and he lees
waturally anxious to eat forth di° test
'effern of wOO-.1. l...., roe, :eolith:Li... eot
only in order to maintain but LIM to
further his reputation for brilliancy,
eloquence and oe4e-er.a1ity of thought.
He began, therefore, to work an kb
Introductory sermon several weeks la
.adrenee. Bnt ooronow all the topics
ibe eeeee teeed to seteey him, sad he
dismissed one after the other as being
either hackneyed, • uninteresting, eown-
right dull or untimely. He wanted
something that would fit the hour and
otir his. congregation by its fitness.
i As the appointed Sunday approached
'the Rev. Hiram Stoddard grew more
and more nervous, and he who
Ouch facility OTInventioi and Wane,
to whom a sermon had been as nothe
lug at all, now foend that a sermon
was everything ith, the world. 'Nis
anxiety put a stumbling block In the
rway of his abilities. If he had merely
shoved his anxiety to one side his
-nuick mind would have found a dear
writhe-a bit of advice as good as it is
useless to a man in the clutches of
fivorry.
Thursday night found the reverend
gentleman in the library of his new
Lone in I/Lchigan avenue, wretchedly
Ill at ease and all but on-the verge of
despair.
From time to time he gazed restless-
ly at his well-stocked shelves in the
'Iliope that SUMO boo e would help him
out of his quandary. He arose ones or
CW1C0 AB if inspired, fingered tbe fat
;volumes and than sat down again,
wishing to himself liopelesaly. i
"A walk might do me good and Oral-
the vapors from my brain," said the
minister to himself. So, giving over
all turther attempts as useless, he put
on his hat and at and passed out Into
the night.
He walked north along Miehigaa
.avenue, his hands crossed behind his
back, his brows puckered, still thiak-
tug of his sermon despite himself. It
had cccurred to him that the sight of
the rolling waters of the lake would
serve as an inspiracien, but in his ab-
aent-mindedness he forgot about the
lake altogether and, heedless of
be west, turned westward.
All unaware of it, the Rev. Hines
Stoddard, his eyes bent on the grown&
In search of his elusive sermon, finned
'himself in the heart of a squalid, pere-
erty-stricken district that presented a
'Octant contrast to the neighboeheed
Out of which he had just peened. I
U his mind had been concerned
more with,, what was going on °snide,
of it and less willt What was 601118 on
Inside of it, if be had bees more alive
to Impressions, the labiatey might
lave asked himself an ladles& number
of questions cooneraing this onatrast.
Os muses, its justifieatioa, its results,
but as it was, he peeled on wit:hoot
reflecting, his gym beat on the greened,
Sils hands esedsed behind his back. !
A long row of dark, forbidding t-
ents loomed up. Out ef the doorway
of the mnat nuasbeekte of these two
men passed Lad one said to Me other.
**Old Latham I. squeezing us pretty
bard. The rent is going up nest
lin, and I don't know how I ma
stand ite' 
'
'"I see by the papers," replied his
erompanion, "that Latham has just
snide the church a handsome gift.
lie's got to aware the two ends some-
bow. I suppose."
"I suppose so," said the other for-
lornly, "but I wish some one would ex-
/plain to me how he justifies himself."
The two men passed out of sight
land earshot. T ,'it converged/en
shimmed, so to sa-, over the surface
Of the listener's preoccupied meld, not
oven ruffling it, leaving no impression
!Oro
urldenly it dawned on the :nine-
ter attenticn that it was : .;wing
late I Cant it was hieh erie to re-
turn, a he retraeed his sleps, dis-
treseed b or.d measure to think how
the veluale minutes ware flying and
leavi.e; him tiaout a topic for a ser-
anon. •
On the way ho6lward he passed the
unsightly tenemen e again. A crowd
had gathered around a patrol wagon
Oaf etood in froe: of the last le- ilding
of tLe row. If the mieistrir had reused
to inquire he might have turned that
a night laborer, worktrec at a base-
ment forridatIon, had been kil. , that
be had left a fernier,' tennEes and
that under the terms of his cent
had absolved his er.10ayers fro
8CC.• en
lint In 's haste the Rev. Hiram Stod-
dard conc dad thal. the (Peaster was
the eonseque e of a drunken brawl
And he walked his mind still dis-
erleeht br his mill g sermon.
Finally he reachedNks house, en-
tered his libresy, tit hi ,'- lamp and
'e lpglunged into a profoend threo h trou-
bled reverie. Then his eyes ha
ii‘ 
ened
to fell on a college catalogue thatefoy
Oa his desk and by e subtle process of
association "The Abuse of Athlet:es in
Our Universities" suggested Own as a
fopic for his discourse.
I "Why didn't I think of that loiterer
=claimed the Bey. Hiram SiJeldard,
es he set to work on his sermon en-
dkuslastleally.-eChicago Daily News.
. Poseisely
"What eort of canals are the ones on
Stars, eireferreor?"
"Purely, nivelinary. my boy." 
to get married aside?""just. IV tie one at Panama, 'hr.-% 
"Why, no. Neamellye Me, wait' tolieouirvalereetaitanieliffied. 
. 1 pe 
gerYal.ranli 21//4018.•
Philadelphia Critic Says Their Ap-
pearance Indicates Care-
laid a Piillsk:alphiat woman
"There is one peculiarity about wom-
en in New Yor:: which must strike any
stranger comie ; to the city.
*,it home, an i in most other places
( have visited, a woman feels almost
well dressed Ii only her gloves and
shoes are now end really smart look-
'ng. In New York that evidently is
not the ease, at least so far as the
footwear is coat cried.
"Have you -netieed it? Even very
rell dressed women over here wear
poor shoes. When they are not shabby
and broken they are of poor last and
s.eeap le.ohter.
"Aad the fact Is the more remarkable
because I have Lever seen men more
extravagant in their footwear than
these of New York. The next time
you are in an elevated train or street
car observe the low of feet opposite. 
Themen will arm -I without exception
be well shod, . 
 there will bt
glimpses of the eiost beautiful things
in silk and embroidered socks appear-
ing above their shoe tops; while the
stylishly clad feminine foot will be
conspicuous by its ab. once.
"I don't know whether it is that the
New York woman considers a five-dol-
lar shoe an unheard of extravagance
or whether she is a poor judge of foot-
wear. But whatever it is, I prefer the
okl.fashioned Philadelphia opinion
that a lady is known by her hands and
feet more than by anything else."
HER BUSINESS ABILITY.
Einoe Deal That Netted Resourceful
Wife One Hundred
Donors.
Senator Plata, In a humorous speech
was praising woman at • dinner party
"And her business ability!" he ex,
claimed. "Only the other day the
young wife ere a young friend of M1111
said excitedly to her husband on his
return home:
" 'John, I have made more money
than you to-day.'
" 'How much have you made?' hi
asked.
" 'A hundred dollars,' she said
proudly.
" 'Good, good!' cried the young
man. 'And how did you make it?'
" 'Well,' said the young lady, 'you
know my old piano that you only paid$300 for? I sold it to-day for $400.'
" 'Gracious, and what are you opine
to do with all the money?' he asked.
" 'Oh, there isn't any money,' oh/
said.
"'You see, I sold the piano to a deal
er, she expialeed. 'He gives me a new
one for $4.00 and allows me $400 lot
the old one. Haven't I done well? ii
you'd stay home and let me -.am you,
business tor you, you'd grow rich.
Think, $100 a day! That is over $300,-000 a year.' "
MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
Three Peaks in Western Mountains
Found to Be Metal-Bearing
Volcanic Bock,
Prof. Philip R. Uhler returns to the
City with the report of a disoovery
which he made in the western Mary-land mountains. Three peaks, the pen-
Opal one named Buzzard's Knob,
..rown a plateau about six miles from
the City, reports the Baltimore Amen-
can. It was for Pro:. Uhler to discover
mac the three proteinences are in fact
.olcanoes, and that they are the very
oldest type of volcanic rock that is
found in the United States.
These peeks are of a different form
ham volcanoes like Vesuvius. In the
latter form of volcano molten lava and
stones are forced up by superheated
steam, leaving a deep hole, but in
these craters In western Maryland the
whole mountain was originally in a
molten condition and the top crust was
fovead,upward in a dome-shaped form,
and Such lava as did not escape wag
orce out in vents at various places.
The volcanic roc:* of the region is met
sl-hearing, and specimens of gray
-reen and gold copper were found by
Or. Uhler. The domes of the craters
.ere sidnewhat eiliptICIIi In shape.
MEANING OF SURNAMES.
Derivation of Some of the Family
Names Familiar in
Our D:sy.
Nearly al! surnames originally had a
meaning. They were descr:pUve of
'heir owners. In a word, they were
nicknames, like "Skinny," or "Shorty,"
or "Pud," says the Philadelpela Hullo-
Peel is a surname that shows the
o nal Peel to have been bald. Greec
fat—from the French "gran."
(error from "grand," means big.
An'hint should be a clumsy and
inwieldy rson. This surname was
'elephant" riginally.
TheFarke were keepers of noble-
men's parks. e Warners were war.
rimoss or rabbit dere. The Barkers
prepared hark for ning. The La-
houcheres were bute rs.
Dell meant hand e. Cameron
meant crooked-nosed, rtis meant
eine Forster m forester;
Napier, wservast In charge the ta-
ble linen; Palieser, a Woks, Wats
wright, a wages builder; Webs •
weaver; W r lea t, a oarpeater.
' Mending. Hater*
.
"Haven't you sties woadeeter444,
so many broke dowel widowers 
•
"Philadelphia may be a slow liwg.
but it's $20 faster than I am," sighed
one of the chair holders of an uppet
Broadway hotel. "The worst part of 11
all is that the man who turned the
trick on me was an old friend."
The speaker took a deep puff on a
cigar of the sort, that is usually named
after a man that is dead.
"I dropped in on my friend Just fer
the sake of old times. Cosey littlejoint he had. Two rooms, faro layout,
sideboard, wheel, folding bed and tele-
phone.
"He seemed tickled to death to sea
me. Wanted to know all about little
old New York. Whether the pavement
was down on Forty-second street yet,
where the dead line was now and
whether it sagged as much as it used
to. Then we gradually switched the
talk over to the theaters.
" 'Mat reiniaells me,' be said sudden-
ly. 'I know a young fellow right here
In this town that's got every vaude.
vine artist on the boards to-day shooed
to the flies. He does mind reading that
would make Heller look like a mental
illiterate. Fact is, he's a sort of
nephew of Heller's, come to think of
It. But you don't believe it? Wall
till I show you.'
"He hustled around until he found
a pack of cards.
"'Now, I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out on the
table. 'You pick any card you like
from the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. If he's there, I'll bel
you $20 even that he can tall you the
card you picked over the 'phone.'
"Well, I hated to take money from
an insane man like that, but Iere al-
ways heard that tharre apt to get vio-
lent if you don't let them have their
own way. So I dug out a twenty and
picked the king of clubs.
'"You're on,' I told him soothingly
"I think that his number is 304
Blank,' he said, taking a little notbook
from his pocket. 'Yes here It is: Mr.
Adams, 306 Blank. Call him up your-
self ac's there won't be any question
about it.'
"I went to the 'phone and got 206
Blank.
"'Mr. Adams there?' I asked.
"'Yes, this is Mr. Adams,' came
back.
"'Well, I took a card from the deck
just now. What was It?'
"There was a little pause, and then
'Hello, yes, well. Ire the king of clubs.'
"Wouldn't that jar your'
The speaker took another long put
on his cigar as if to make himself for-
get his other troubles.
"There certainly is something in
this occultism that we can't under-
stand," commented the man on his
right.
"Yes, there's $20 of mine in It. but I
can understand it, all right enough,"
continued the man behind the cigar.
"Let me finish, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the
$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to see me and to drop in egAllt
soon and he'd try to have Mr. Adam
up there to meet me.
"I was still thinking about it on the
street a few minutes later when whc
should I run Into but Spider McBride
1\411, I told Spider where I'd bees
and all about Heller's weiadvrfu'
nephew.
'"\ou don't say so!' said Spidet
'Why, I dropped twenty on that gams
cuss Ain't he a wonder, though' Jen
k1ns, his name is.'
"'No, Adams,' says I.
"'What? Heller's nephcw? Jen
lame I tell you. And his telephone
number's 306 Blank. I don't drop
twenty so often but what I can res
member the details when I do.'
"'Oh, well. I know his name's
Adams, but what's the use In fighting
about it? Let's go in here and get I
drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort of is
joint, and we had two or three drinks
Then Spider recollected that he want
ad to telephone to a man named
Smith, who occasionally did odd jobs
tor' him as government ass&VIT.
"Spider went to the 'phone, but just
as he WM about to take the receives
off the book the bell rang. Spider
took the message.
" 'What?' he exclaimed through the
'phone. He glanced at the 'bone
number. 'Hanged if It isn't! Yes, this
Is 306 Blank. What do you want'
' 'Say,' he called over to the barten-
der, 'some one wants to talk to Mr
Jones'
" 'I think Mr. Jones Is the two of
diamoneee he called back to Spider.
'You'll find the list under the 'phone
book.'
"I'd gone over to see what the game
was
-Srlder ptills4 a long typewritten
list oat frctri nrrrtsr the 'phone bbolt
WO glassed at. it. Then he handed it
to me, and started talking through the
'phone.
"That list had the 52 cards of the
deck written oat and opposite each one
the name of some man. I noted with
interest that the king of clubs Was Mr.
Adams. Mr. Jenkins, Spider's Mend,
was the nine of hearts.
"Spider was still talking through the
'pholit
"Meth what I said.' he was say-
ing. 'The lard the gpetleman took wan
the note of Spades. No, this isn't Mr.
Joues. It's Mr. McBride, whom you
istrodused to Mr. Jenkins the other
day And I've get a friend here with
PLAYS AND edit= WITNWNION
TO LW:TM
Meow Scheme for P3ese-Oarde--17n-
usual Way to Arrange Partners
at Informal Rosalie& Affair—
Pretty Table at a Birth-
day Party.
A Benvertr !octal Card Party.
Nearly every town of any deo has
its own individual postal., and In this
day and generation everyone is the re-
eeplent or away of three charming re-
minders of travel, both at home and
abroad. Something original in the way
of entertaining for either dinner,
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by
the hornss when she planned this af-
fair.
Th. MOM were deeorieted with post-
ale fastened together by holes punched
In the sensors and ribbons run through
them. Panels were formed bleootitral_s
way and made a most effective
tion. Cards were stuck in picture
frames, placed on tables, on the man-
tels and every spot where they would
attraet attention. These cards were
topics of conversation which was very
animated. "Do you remember" and
"that reminds me" were expressions
beard on all sides.
Invitations were sent out on local
souvenir cards. Then for "place cards"
at this luncheon the hostess had
matted cords to each guest, ten iu
number, addressing them to her own
house number. By theee they found
their please at the table. Each one
was asked to come prepared to relate
some ineddent of travel, either "hu-
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A
vote was taken as to the best story
in eaoh class, souvenirs were awarded
Inexpensive articles which the hostess
had collected with this party in mind
Souvenir spoons were used and the ta-
ble lease came from Ireland.
The menu consisted of grape fruit,
(Teamed potatoes served in ramekins,
whole wheat bread, cherry salad made
by replacing the pits of California
cherries with hazel nuts, serving it on
bead lettuce leaves with a rich may-
onnaise dressing, and *horse wafers;
Ice cream was owned in halves of ma-
teloe 0 with small cakes. The bon-
bons were In dress-suit case boxes, and
the almonds in miniature band-boxes,
which the guests were given for fa-
vors. Iced tea was the beverege, with
a bit of lemon and a candied cherry
in it
Fun with Soap Bubbles.
Here is a pretty way to amuse ens
child, or any number of children.
Cover sewing tables with an old blan-
ket, or any soft material that will
make a soft pad. Then procure little
bowls of blue, yellow, or the so-called
"Dutch" ware, a quantity of clay pipes
and several bolts of baby ribbon—the
penny-a-yard quality will do.
Wind the pipe stems with ribbon.
tying a jaunty bow at the bowl. Of
course it will get wet, but it looks
pretty when the pipes are passed. Fill
the bowls with a mixture made from
boiling shaved mettle soap with water;
to every pint of this liquid add one
teaspoon of glycerine. This formula
always produces the largest and most
gorgeous bubbles Imaginable.
Offer prises for the bubbles lasting
the longue; for the one with the most
vivid coloring, and for the one largest
In circumference. By the way, grown
people have been known to Indulge In
"soap-bubble parties" with great sat-
isfaction. They may be blown or
fanned about the room, and it is •
beautiful sight to see 21 or 20 of them
Is the air at the same time.
An entertainment which furnishes
amusemeat for a young people's mei-
sty or club ts • *ern party. Invita-
tions wails issued and •Tenlahe won-dered what the affair could be. "Do
we eat it, pop it, or what?" No attn.
factory replies were given; thaw in
the secret kept the facts to themselvea,
so all the expectant guests could de
was to wait and see.
When the date arrived, the rooms
were found decorated with ears of red
and white eorn; they hung as a Mesa
from grill-work, from gas jets, and
portieres were made from enrn her.
eels strung on a heavy thread. Ilte
kernels were first soaked in lye to
soften for the needle.
A leng basket filled with ears el
corn, each tied at the large end with
ribbon, were passed to each guest with
the request to count the kernels
Wooden plates were furnished oil
which to 'put the shelled corn.. After
all had finished counting a memoran-
dum wait taken, then the contents ei
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-"NOT ALWAYS INAUTIVUL
Sit.r---•-,,..-.e.aao•••••••••• •
Ilitoiela for LAMM Am in Hamel
Cease Quito PIM& If
Festers.
"One of the meet preposterous Mese
la existence Is that regard's' the Pal
if models and their plueles1 Wrote
liveness," Mr. Hebert BrInotsaat selmi
"In this country a staler* el the
models are employed in art, esheabi
or by instreators of lapalate
tag, drawing or modeling. sad foe
purposes of instruction any figere le
geed enough.
"A budliag artist ma leafs to draw
sad paint, steely anatomy and propos-
Holt, Net a* well from a homely
model as trots ea* that Is eurpassiag-
ly beautiful There is as need If
the latter at ell If on* presents her-
self, all well and geed, bet as the
schools and flistroctors are entirely
independent hi their needs die 'beet
be contest wfth Wis lame pay that
rules for aU In Sift delilla whisk It
generally net mere Pao a dollar fir
a three-hour posing seamed Am the
weft is, after all, only 'instilled labor,
it is an eleeptlotrany good rats of pay
at that. What obtatas here oleo ob-
tains for more than half the model
wort abroad, yet the average permit
always conjures up a dream. of lovell-
nese when an artier, model its men-
tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more is
tour.
"Of course, where an artist requires
a particolar kind ci model, no matter
what the especial requirement may be,
the law of supply and tomand steps
In and regulates pay, for me thing. is
sceordeace with its inexorable man-
date* If the amply of that owl of
model Is short the price runs high.
have beer/ et meddle wit! resolved
esweral dollars an liber thst-thare are
liee many satisfactory heileidaais will.
tag to pose for whettesr they awl WI
to make such a towlines say other
than most exceptional."
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
Now Orleans Hen Values Very Highly
Lis "Lucky.' Horse
Oh cleft ut
--
"I woeldn't soil that this( for $1,0641
If I lost it I'd hunt 10T it Ilk* the
knights of Erni Arthur boated the
Holy Grail. That thing exercised a
hoodoo that hoed about roe for Its
rears. That thing steps with me till
I die."
All this, with greet eviction, sera
the Kansas City Star. about a little
buckeye incased in a small mild °age
Thu t hung oa the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man.
"Up to September 7, 11100. I had
been the victim of bad luck of one
sort and another," he said. "That dee
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri-
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a lento times before It
reached the city, nrol I was turning
We got there at last and just /1.‘
wan leaving my ear I saw this buck
eye lying on the opposite seat. I
picked It up and put it in my pocket
I had irtentlei going to the Bleet
hotel that night but after ricking up
that bersey• I uddanly changed my
mind. A good m-ny g•teste at the
Slack hotel perished in the flood nest
sight.
"hater on at New ()ripens I wag oil'
gshing in a catblst w;th three othrt
men A repeal strnek ne. Tti 0 others
who "null *wire -ere lao--ned I
-tint .eet-n a etrro-e het I bed Inr
heel:eve and I was 3rel. After tl:at
I hal the thlng flved In thig geld-otsc
And t!,-t'.1 why I t--teore ,lt."
3 Jewelry Cr' e-r.
iPfor.•'' '31 is a elty of alolt 67; ,)1-
nOpelar. 71 slot Is dear..t1 emtst ex
efustveiy to the mrentseture
ry. ttere te:ria NV freeze •
where jewelry Is made. It lithe Jew.
• city center or Lre- vet-, 1i.varon,
niatv.1:zeturtra me . .cry energetic sae
ate =Wel to stutiv the wants of Mei-
edete • 1 -es nrd 7or Atom lot-
eager • the-leer p4 *'l teametial
sale. r 
-'o•; ,e1 trie
a iptite:1; Jere. "• ••• •') rthetil
11 CalOtat to s or tbe
Moot! ..eae. 3 'earl mans.
fs-oieer's a‘lvari•N in .1 • • %nee err?
vbsent--- • •
-0!••• !' 7 hei.d --It .1 pains
Alt e 11 t-'we more tif the
e t;:e
tot. 'erring.
lteirvi.ot say oth.-..r turn
Li duellic ehste.r his talon plit:••
In London IT :enera yenre Id tits gook:
poitien of ar!t:ra-a change which haa
moms wirttla 1;,y own ine2zory. w-Hses
S. 8. Nadal. In ffer'hiter's. "rhea I
Ora went to London In IS70 tare were
no actors in society When I came back
In 101 there were a good many of
them to be seen about. There was
growing up a Oociety which sea corn
posed of successful attists, the new
rich people, and the professional
classes, ,with a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy for
art and the theater, in that society
the actors had not only a good, but a
distinguished place.
Queer Sunday Law.
In Spain drug tores are permitted
to sell drugs all dity on Sunday, Iwo
to deal in perfumery on that day Is
unlawful Camay Canna lawfu:ty be
sold later than 11 o'clock in the. fore
noon unless no clerks or assistants ate
employed. I'roprietors may keep ()pea
all day If they do the work themselves.
Russia Then Said Now.
Times haw, rot 4:hange4 much in a
eentervu I t !t wad seed tb o Al-
$71 r ' I ,f1".7.:61:1•1
the :„I•ct•i•.., of . r" preoeee-)
peelowee by thOs0 or rite tied
elineroundell by b.la own. 1•••••••
1••••11,W1' •••••••,'
HIS THEORY TESTED.
"Did you take in the temp'rusce lea
tore over to Wasehope Branch?" asked
the storekeeper of Marvin Parsons.
."They tell me it was a powerful fine
lecture an' done a right smart o' good."
"It didn't do me no good," replied
Marvin. "I've b'en too busy huskin'
out my corn to take in temp'runce leo-
:area."
"I was there," volunteered Washing-
ton Hancock, pausing in the scraping
et a carrot which he had taken from a
convenient basket, "It was a powerful
ti-ne lecture, as Rule says, but it was
discouragin' to a man 'thout hatpin'
him any. Reason don't feaze a fence'
it liquor gets halt on him. If it did
the rumsellers would have had to close
up long ago. You've got to reform a
feller in one of two ways-religion or
main stren'tk au' awk'ardness. That
was Domini* Walker's theory an' he
had a right smart o' success. 'Member
the dominis? He was the goldarndest
two
-dated, rawboned six-foot-two at
grit an' ginger an' boss sense I ever
Oen wrapped up in black broadcloth.
"Well, one evenin' he was down to
Tarklo tradin' an' he seen Mose Brun-
son reposIn' in the alley back o' Grip-
pen's sloon, with the rain drippin'
down on him from the eaves of the
woodshed. Mose was jest about the
crnariest mis'able low-down no-ac-
count drunken loafer that ever stepped.
"Well, the damned) stood there in
the rain lookin' at him a while an'
finny he says: 'There's a man some-
where in that lump. Religion may
bring it out, an' main strennh an' awk-
wardnese may do It. Biellyer Omnibus
kewranter"-that's Greek for one nail
drives out another.'
"He had a little spring wagon he'd
drove to Own in an' he backs the wag-
on up In the alley an' heaves Mose in
an' drives off with him. When Mose
woke up he found himself lyin' on a
heap o' straw in the dm:belle's barn
an he was some s'priaed. After a
while be got up an' tried to open the
door to peek out. He didn't want to
no moren peek out because he
wasn't dressed for comp'ny. All the
costume he had was a horse blanket
That was !yin' on the grain chest.
Well, the door was locked. He began
to holler, but nobody come. Then he
pounded on the door with the handle
of a hay fork an' suddenly the door
opened an' the dominie walked in.
"He didn't take no notice o' Mose-
lust barred the door inside and begun
to shake down hay for his ol' host,
"'Where's my clo'es, an' what dye
mean by lockin' me up in your con-
earned ol' barn?' says /dose.
"Dominic Walker never said a word
an' Mose started for the door. He
hadn't no mere'n began to unbar 11
when the dominie caught him by the
neck an' threw him down on the straw
He started up fightin' mad an' the
domiale jest knocked him down again
Didn't say nothln' only jest landed hire
on the jaw an' down he went. Then
Moss begun to cry an' beg to be let
*at. The &entitle didn't say nothite-
just finished feedin' his hoes an' went
'cut. After a while Mose got crazy
thirsty, an' yelled for water an.' pound.
ed the door. Back comes the dominie
with a jug an' a bowl of oatmeal an'
puts 'em down on the grain chest an
Foes out. Mose took • long swig at
the jug an' thee stopped an' tasted.
" 'Blame me if it ain't half whisky!'
he mars.
"It must have been ciost to noon, as
be felt sorter holler. He took a spoon•
fel of the oatmeal, tasted it, an' thee
went to work an' cleaned out the bowL
'First time I ever et oatmeal an' whis-
ky,' he says, smilin' happily; 'I've
struck it. rich.'
"He rolled up in the blanket an' went
to sleep again. 'Bout supper time in
mimes the dinsiale with a plate o'
breed an' meat, barred the door, 'tend-
in his hoes as' went out 'tbout say-
in' a word, leavin' the grub behind.
Misr a while Mose got up an' sampled
K an' blame if both the bread an' meat
aplie't strong o' whisky.
"Well, that's the way It went right
plong. Never a word was said to him,
IN everything he ate or drank was full
it whisky. He got mad when the
dotalnle wouldn't speak to hlm an'
twieght, but al he got by that was a
The whisky flavor tasted good
to him for a time, but pretty soon ho
got sort o' tired of it. Then he got
plum sick of It an' thely the smell of
it turned his stumrnuck an' be began
to stop satin' altogether. Then the
lute gave Ike plain food for a
a an' then the first thing he knew
he'd be getting whisky again.
"'For heaven's sake, &Planate,' says
Fthe hundredth time, 'quit giv-
L7. that Whine liquor. I'm (deand *gin it An' treat me like a
resin an' not like a dog. Say Rut-Mu! I
don't care what it. is, but say authtn!'
'The dentists Mal answer him
!lit a shin fir bit an' shoes an'bit the nest =Yenta' he mate in
tiefera111. INK them -on, Moses,' he
ears. 'an' then you can come out with
me an' help me hill-up the corn. But
don't try to get away and don't held
no waver** with nobody, for as sure
as you de yos so back on Whisky diet
se break every bone in your body,'
"Mosee went nut an' killed corn
ati-ag with the eomlnle. Then they put
wp key tegether, an' hoed petatogs an'
dug cellar an' worked along all through
that summer.
"Along in tha fall tbe dominle die•
eisarged him, cured.
"An' then he turned around tot' sued
aa dominie for five months', wages, an'
leo boys got together and gave bins a
ride on a hiee three-oorngrlia fence
eke Ise never went to driskin' again,
thongh." .
senieed hiss !ken'?" said the store.
tere'eer. '"The' rso one way."
**See -main strength an' awkward-
AM." said liunouck. "The utile?
4/116.% take.m.-Qtaiesgo Deily Heim
RUSH TOWARDS CITY
POPIYLAT/ON OP wawa. NEW
YORX COUNTIES DECLINES.
No Other State in the Union Shows
Such a Large Railing Off in
This Respect-Some of
the Omens.
Twenty-one of the 61 counties oi
New York had fewer inhabitants by
the census of 1900 than they had by
the census of 1890. These counties,
which include oge-half of the area ol
the state, showed a falling oft in ten
years ranging from a few hundreds ol
inhabitants in some small counties, to
eeeeral thousands in some of the
ehre...... Gee*.
Esaex county, in northern New York,
-laatealeee---deelirted from- 22-,000- to
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne coun-
ty, in western New York, famous for
apples and mint, declined front 49,600
to 48,600.
By many persons this decline in
eopulatioa wits attributed to the con-
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a
period of industrial hard times, the
general effect of which is to diminish
population in rural or semi-rural dis-
tricts. In such times, the demand for
employment being decreased and the
provision for public relief in farming
counties being small, the larger cities
are sought by needy persons, and these
conditions are reflected in the ensuing
MAUI.
The years between 1900 and 1906
baying been marked by prosperity and
abundance throughout the state, it
was supposed that the decline in pop
ulation in interior counties woulo
cease, that some of the former lose
would be regained and that, perhaps,
improved conditions would be reflected
In the census figures of thik year
which show the entire population col
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
an increase of 11 per cent. compared
with the census of five years ago.
Instead of this, however, the recent
1,y completed state census shows that
21 of the 61 counties have fewer im
habitants than they had live years
ago. Some of those which show the
largest decrease in five years are
Chemung, which includes the city ol
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest
manufacturing towns In the souther!,
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer
tile of the farming counties in tht
same region. The falling off In Clio
mung in five years was 2,468, and ix
Steuben 1,007.
Some of the counties of the stab
which do net show a 'decline in nvi
years show at least very little gain
One of these is Dutchesa, which in
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, an(
which is one of the best known of thi
dairy and farming counties of th,
state. Five years ago the populatun
was 81,670; this year it Is 81,689-4
gain of it persona.
Delaware county, the chief distils°
Lion of which is that it incledes mon
prohibition territory than any othei
county in New York, ha e increase(
from 46,415 to 46,788 only during flvt
years of enormous state growth.
Among other counties which havi
lost in population in the last live yean
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego
noted for starch and starch works,
Clinton, which includes the city oi
Plattsburg; Schottarie; Cayuga, whict
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
which includes the city of Catskill
Hamilton in the Adirondacke Fultor
and Madison counties in the interior
and Wayne, which increases its agri
cultural products every year, but con
Unites to lose steadily In population.
No other state ol the country has si
.arge • proportion of counties whici
vie falling behind in population a.
New York, that is, none of the largei
states, Thr, ex' lanatIon of thee,
changes is found probably In the anew
moos increase in manufacturing inter
eats.
In dye years Schenectady has
lumped from 46,000 to 71.000 popula
Lion, Rocklana from 38,000 to 45,0o(.
Stagers from 74,0(11) to 84.0e0, ant
Westchester from 184,000 to 224.000.
In 15 years the population of Nei
York has increased 21 per cent., yei
one-third of the counties have fewei
Inhabitants than they had 15 year:
ago.
Squelched.
Msoy a traveler, who has lookea.
forward to a railroad journey as s
seasaa when he need not talk, will
sympathiet with this just triumph re-
corded In the London Globe.
Ile wanted to read, but the mall Ott
waive would persTA rn trytng to tail;
as toe train moved swiftly along
After several brief replies the student
began to grow tired. "The grass is very
green, isn't it?" said the would-be con-
versationalist, pleasantly.
"Yea," said the student. "Such a
*hang, from the blue and red grass
we've been having lately!"
In the silence that followed be be-
gan another chapter.
The Chugs.
"Josta," asked Mrs. Chugwater, "how
do they work them!, voting machines?"
"They use one of the cranks that
are <ewer, 'emeriti.; erotind the pollieg
place," explained Mr. Chugwater, with
some irrttation.-Chicago Tribune.
HUBBY'S HARANGUE. I
No, joy dear, I am in no condition to
go out again to-night. You seem to
forget that all day long I have been
on my feet, talking Insurance to peo-
ple uatil I'm hoarse, and all no that
you can wear good clothes and live In
a comfortable home. I haven't taken
you out for seven weeks, and you're
sick of sitting arcund doing the mend-
ing and wishing you were dead?
By hokey, that's a woman! That's
approcietion for a man who slaves all
day just far a woman's sake, and
when Ise's so worn out that he can't
more, and his ankles ache, and his
stomach ain't in good ;tape, and 'the
barber cut his chin three times, which
may bring on bleted poisoning-in fact,
It feels very queer right now-then
you harp end harp on the subject of
hot teeing yoe out -
No, Marla, I don't want anything
put on my cuts. Leave my face alone
I hate anyone eternally picking at me
-I really do. And quit that snuffling
The least little thing which happens
means you turn ou the water works.
Indeed! This is the first night I've
stayed hame, and for all I care Tor
could go without pleasure all Yew
life. See here, Maria! I am out at
night, and why? Because I am work-
ing, woman. That's the reason! Talk-
ing insurance to men I can't End dur-
ing the day. Yes, I go to clubs and
hotels. I have to, in my business.
If I didn't guzzle so much booze
wouldn't need to make so much mon-
ey? Maria, your language is sicken.
lug; booze is no word for a lady to us'
and it cuts-a man to hear his wife,
whom he guards every way, get off
any of that stuff. I said it when I
came in with a bun oii, and told you
I'd had some. of the best in town? A
woman who artfully worms thin•out
of • person when he is so tired and
weak from overwork that he is hall
crazy ought to be ashamed.
I was not drunk! At the corner here
I took one glees of beer, to revive my-
self. and that is all. I smelt like I had
taken a bath in it? Say, Maria, I hate
vulgarity'. The reason I came in quiet-
ly was order not to ditturie you, and
Lb. thenks I get are that you sit up In
bed and bawl me out! I did leave my
shoes outside in the ball, I admit, ant
I put my light overcoat in the icebox
because I don't know where youskeep
things anyway, and it seemed a good
place. Keep right on laughing, ma-
dam!
What! Perhaps I don't know that I
left only one shoe and a bottle of gin
in the hall and put the other shoe
away in the umbrella static', where )
always hide bottles? Bahl I wont
discus it. I'll take • one of those
nickel torches I have to smoke so that
you can wallow in luxury and sit over
here and read. No, I'm not going te
read the dope. I don't even know
what you mean. Did I get these cigars
for a nickel? Yes, I did. (Sy Rona
that ain't a regular lie. A fellow most
tall a fib sometime,. She'd fly clear
up and hit the sky if 1 told the truth
about 'em.) Why do you turn up your
nos*, Maria? You know it don't make
a freckled pug nom any handsomer.
Your fikther laughed and laughed
when you told him about my eelf-dee
nisi and mg nickel cigars? He sold
they were 25 cents each and I must
have a pull if I get 'em cheaper? Your
father is a confounded meddling old
idiot! Said the gang in that new club
I'm in would trim me good, did he?
And I ought to have some one teach
me to play pool and poker?
Let/IMO tell you, Marta, I ain't bee*
stack for a game since rye been in It,
and, counting out drinks and smokes
a fellow's got to buy it he's a winner,
I putt all to the good every nicht this
Week, and-well, I'm going out!
Is that so? You were only kidding,
Your father hasn't been here at all?
By Jove! Give me the innocent, cling-
ing wife of my Mother's time. A man
timid live in peace. Oh, yes. Of course,
you think you've got It on me now,
Maria, jest because I said What I did
putt for fun. But a woman Gan never
see a joke, of eounm.
My mother never made nasty creche
and snooped around in an underhand
manner, trylagoto catch a man in a
tie. What? You and she had a good
laugn? She's the one who put you
next about the cigars and said I'm
my father ceer again, all right? Hum.
Talk alma a phonograph! A woman's
got a rn beat. Jabh r, jabber forever
about nothing! Rats! I sit here wttb
a high fever from the told I got
standing in drafts, tending to business
and aching all ovte, and when I get
is my feet every step la agony, and
yea don't caret You don't even-Holy
Moses! Is this Wednesday? _Great
Scott! You'll have me off my nut
emuspletely soon! Here the big Tam-
many parade's comOig off and I've go:
eo walk in It and c !Ty a lag on
sans: I've get to go clear down to
battery Dan's district to meet the
boys and march to Tammany hall
Where'll they think am, and me one
of the marshals?
!Me party Could so to ruin for all
you'd cars, I repoee. Where's mv, hat
aad coat? Who took my gl •veto.' A.tel
gimme that 66 centlI ,avs you for the
rent;
 
I might need it ;:pry enoug,h OD
my fcet to wnlk x trUes, am I? I
Woe* to beady words with you,
Maria! The party needs me, and I'm
on the io seet? I ain't got time to
argue It Mit now!-N. Y. Telegram.
Heisted by the Humorists.
"See here," demanded the publisher
if Anybody's hievazIne, "don't you
Mow that winter is over? lif.re'.; your
aro number with six poems abut ice
sr -'-
help it." eft:hi:el the weaey ad.
Last •,.r; :••• • -
itahnekruns le all another'b equate I pot ti."-rv.1 at itee'h areint thatuotxtde
CLIP htobsnd is In have all his prc,crty, willseeente poem on apriug."--Coicear
1i:fraction is said to be rare lan.
*Lk! lig*
Seemed to Know.
"What." asked the tall browed pro-
eessor, "are the principal by-products
af the steel industry?"
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an-
meted the student from an hitsrfor
rillitge.--Chicago Daily News.
Ausbati1's r seor:,••
The (VI: • 1,
ova. a....
KW* Znopertaat 1
''Ait Mrs. Newcomb," said the ap. I E PURYEARIda lira Subbabs, "my many postal '... •
dishes have prevented me from catkins!
upon you as I should. However, II
will -"rely return your visit some
4I" ! that dermal matter much," r*
Om Mee. Newcomb, promptly, "but I
do wish you'd return the groceries
you've borrowed from time to time."-
Philadelphia Press.
An Expensive Age.
Tether (looking over the paper)-
More bad news. A hitherto unknowa
frog pond has been discovered in Cis
tral Africa.
Mother-What is that to us?
Father-What is that to us! It
memo that every one of our eight chil-
dren will have to have a new and re-
viesejalltioa HISI1Priee's geOgraPhY.
-M..T. 'Weekly.
Pa's Language.
Mt mores, Tommy," said the new
aidatteaer, "you Meagre there is such a
gime as helir
'Teel, Mr," replied little Tommy
Hardman, "that's whit pa sex, any-
"Indeed? What did he say about It?"
"Oh! he don't say anything about it
He just sea it."-P101adelphis, Prem.
gertoos.
Mrs. Bubble-Oh. James, that young
De Gaut has eloped with our daughter!
Mr. Bubble-Will, let 'em go. He
can have her.
Mrs. Bubble-They west in your au-
tomobile and-
Kr. Bobble-Great Scott' why didn'
pm say so at first? Telephone to the OLIVER,
police at once!-Cleveland Leader. 
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register
523 1-2 Broadway, Padu. all, Ky
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Title,
Insurance, Corporation and
best Estate Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in alt iy teurts of Kedir.
J. C. Floarnoy Cecil ke
FLOURPY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, ix and 12, Columbia Bldg"
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5, Paducalla
Columbia Bldg. Kenteckgi.
He Knew the lopes.
"Glad to welcome you into our little
family, Mr. Newcorne," said Mrs. Starr-
em. "Our boarders almost invariably
get fat."
"Yen," replied the new boarder, who
was not, however, new to boardflog,"I've
noticed the same thing in most boarding
houses. It's cheaper than meat, isn't it,
ma am?"-Philadelphia Press.
Flight of Time.
"Mese, dear," called the anxious
mother from the head of the stairs as the
clock in the hall strlick the midnight
hoer, "have you any Idea how late it is?"
-Ten, mamma," answered the dutiful
demiller. who was plump, fair and 32;
"bet III's better late than never. George
is limy measuring my linger for the
rtag.4-Chicago News.
Confident* Game.
"I'M seen a Food many balloon as-
eessioas." said the star boarder, "and
thee mere all fakes."
'Didn't they go up all right?" asked
eme of the other boarders.
-Yes, but they were no tame. I've
sever seen a balloonist get even the
slightest fall "-Chicago Tribune.
That Magnanimity.
First Footpad-Ne; de guy wuz We-
ster dam I rought, an' he wouldn't cough
up
mmead Footpad-Aa' what did yeum
de?
11r7t Footpad-Ob, I displayed some
Of det Japanese magnanimity an' let him
go...0110w San.
Domestic Needs,
busband-Anything you want down-
town to-day, my dear? Shall T order
some more of that self-raising flour?
Wife-We have plenty left; but I
wish you would stop at an InteLligenee
Mho Mid order Me a self-rising sere-
stA r 1.-N. Y. Weekly.
Pastoral.
ga-y had a litt:e Iamb
Upon a famed etcursion,
Nut Mary only sighed ard wept
Beeawie be wasn't Persian.
—1a. T. Sun
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.....-„memenemeiee
S.AMbo gets caught in the rain without
him umbrellA
Hew he staves tintproblens.-Phitadet
phi. Frees.
Not His Fault
I tried to kiss the rosy cheek,
De•nes tb that cho,rmtng bonnet.
And yet 1 failed; I onl} tcuched
The tins complexion on Lt.
—Lit&
Modern flonveniemce.
Little Girl (in church)-Why does so
many people put those little envelopes
ea th' contribution plate?
Little Boy-Thene's to keep the pen-
nies from makin' so much noise.-N.
Y. Weekly.
Stale.
?Rabb-There goes Mies Masker.
Says she is just back from Newport Framed right up to data in five mine
and her complexion is as brown as a unto time at the
aut.
Pea a-- Yes, a chestnit.--Ch moo PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
News, ps
OINVER & WI'GREG
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bart/C
Marshall County; Paducah, Kt-.
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114% Old 'Phone 484
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLE1Pe
SYM. MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miles
az) Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of this
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register BO*.
ing, sea t-a Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office ass
DR. R. f. HEARNE
BillOOKHILL BUILDING. j
TELEPHONE NO. 444. 11
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phone. 3.5.5
Office hours 8to io a. m., z to
p. mt. and 7 to 9 p. 111,
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOES AND
THROAT
Office and Residence, Poontt 3 and 4,
Columbia Building
Phone lost- -Red
Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
••••••••
C. MAIMING SEARS, M. B.
no 1707 Meyers St,
• Talsphooi 377.
DR. W. C. EUBAN1CS.
(Homeopithist.)
Office 306. Broadway-Phone tat ,
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
ett •-•••‘•"",..•'-rtettiataattailar!,rrtialwarada
O. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity' Building. •
Old Phone 408 Red; New Phone, as
PAT:WAN. ICZNTIICILS
virtnires; 'Meitner!, On:silicates;
Water and Oil Colors,
Thrif y Girl.
Her-I'd Devoe '
Frentsh 61 Bri..'„11; duke.
illue-Obod for yin.
Her---Not if I could 7nt• A•na^riesn
dB Of coal hart*. I a.stm.-Chlasiro
as.
Mottos and Calenders
...-.•••••••••••••••••1
Oftice with 14,ir•ri N,vero, LA"
North Fifths, Bolt Phonee
IltddliteMe top taay, OS& Phone 1650
4‘, 
--X JMG- "JL'_
LANGSTAFF-ORMIIMANUfdACTURM
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
COMPANY
L Yellow, u Gum m Ash B Maple E OakPine Poplar Beech Walnut Elm R Sash, Doors,Blinds,InteriorFinish
GUM, BEECH 411, OAKIFLOORIIIGIEND MATCHED FINISH, BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
Both Pkones 26. We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
+ + + +
•You Can Have-Two +-+ PERSONAL NOTES. +
Vacations instead 1
of One if you take I The Mayfiel.! itor of Tuesdaysays: "Mrs. V, 
— —
a KODAK
•
To exhibit to your friends the
-pictures of the pleasant people you
have met and the beautiful places
you have visited while on your va-
Ichran, who has
been visiting hr mother, Mrs. John
Lenihan, sough of the city, re-boiled
home to Paducah this morning. She
was accompanied by her mother and
brother, Miorris Lenilian.—Miss Daisy
and Ethel Cunningham went to Padu-
cah Sunday to visit their sister, Mrs.
Tray Pahkhill.—Mrs. J. W. Boren and
daughter, +Miss Odie Boren, returned
home to Paducah Sunday, after a vis-
it to Mrs. W. D. Horner."
cation. ws have them in stock from Judge Jas. Breathitt, of Hopkins-
ville, was in the city Wednessday.
W. F. Cowper. of Smithland, was
here yesterday on business.
S. C. Bauryne, of Cairo, spent Wed-
nesday in the city.
Mass Ida Culley has returned home
from a visit to friends and relatives
in Memphis.
.1\liss Amanda Long, of Russell-
ville, who has been visiting Mrs. L.
B. Ogilvie for several days returned
BROADWAY home yesterday.
L. D. Carr, of Princeton. was ;n
Paducah Wednesday.
A. A. Nelson of Benton, is in the
city.
Miss Anna Larkins has returned
from a visit to friends in Mayfield
Len Evans1 4.ii,Malyfield. was in the
city yesterday on. business
John Booz and wife, of Booz Sta-
tion, are In the city attending the
bedside of theic cousin Clint Booz.
Mr. F. M. addwell, of Carbondale.
Ill., arrived la„nit*h&to visit friends.
•Mrs W. 1a in, and daughter,
Mss Elizabeth, returned home last
night from Texas where they have
been spending the summer.
Stamp Clerk Ed Riley, of the post-
office, is in Marshal county on his
location. Chief Clerk Fred B. Ash-
ton is filling Mr. Riley's place.
Mrs. A. J. Decker yesterday while
at the res dence of Judge L. D. Hus-
bands was prostrated by heat and was
unconscious for several hours. After
she rallied "-she was removed home
and last night was resting well.
—Chicken thieves were abroad
Tuesday night. Yesterday four resi-
dents on the South Side were visited
by these prowlers and many fowls
were missing yesterday morning. The
manner of the robberies indicate one
rascal likely did at !the jobs.
li.00 to $35-00.
McPherson's
Drug Store.
FOURTH AND
OPENS TONIGHT.
The Kentucky Opens The Season
With "His Highness, The Bey."
The theatrical season opens tonight
at The Kentucky with the presenta-
tion of the mus:cal comedy, "His
Higlattisj, Bey"- by a troupe of
..alangt tleentja-flite people.
The company was billed for a per-
formance last night at Madisonville,
Kentucky, a town near Nortonvile
on the L. & N. railroad. From here
the troupe goes to Cairo and front,
there to Char:eston, a town in south:
east Missouri. The prices are the
same as the b g shows ranging from;
41.1.5o to 25 cents.
During the summer the playhouse!
)as been overhauled and put in con-
(lition for the coming season which
has 'ts grand opening tonight.
FEAR ANTI-JEWISH RIOT.
Odessa in Danger of Renewed Dis
turbances With Hebrews.
--- -
()de..*, Aug. 22.—There is danger
of renc wed anti-Jewish disturbanc:s
as a result of Ore campaign carried on
by certain newspapers here, which
liatitptmcing the Jews as being re-
lege• ollaible for the murders of police
and soldiers in the Vistula provinces.
A perilous anti-Jewish feeling has
been created.
Dissolution.
The firm of Meadows ,4g Ford is
this day dissolved. J. P. Ford retiring.
business to he conducted by, J. A
Meadows, he- assuming a1,14bilitics
and collecting all accounts due said
Srm.
Aug. 23, ig06.
An Infant Than.
'Little Herbert Jilleffery son o
14r. Herbert Jeffery, of sit Adams
otreet d ed yesterday at 5 o'clock.
The funeral will be held this fore-
strion at lo o'clock.
Mr. Jeffery is manager of the
rome Tflephone company.
Greater New York
Toilet. Paper
...The best quality and the biggest
vJu ,-"retz.ed in Paducah. .
T nhone 175 an(1 le.
21, .. Tl•rce ro'is fc • each
When needing first-class table ser-
vice at parties or dinings, phone 2352.
Dick. Logan.
PREFERS STAGE TO
CABINET CIRCLES.
Daughter of the Secretary of Agri.
culture Chooses Career of
I Concert Singer.
'Wolibington. D. C. Aug 22.—Miss
Flora Wilson, daughter of the secre-
tary of agriculture, and hy reason of
the fact that her father is a widower
the social head of his housthold( is
tire subject of some interesting gossip
lately.
,M61Fis Wilson has been abroad more
than a year, having missed all of last
season. She has been studying music
in Paris, being the possesscir of al.
very fine voice, in which some of tiet
best continental instructors have be-
come greatly interested.
It is now reported that she is de-
termined to go on the concert stage,
and will probably do so in the near
future. Another report is that, he-
cause oU 
pp , A
has given up this plan for the ores-
! enf and will go on a trip around the
world, to occupy most of two years
, and include some explorations far
,from beaten courses of travel in the
far east.
That she will sooner or later sing
publicly, however, is confidently be-
lieved by the friend is who know her
plans best.
read b yniany Paducahans with deep + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 4 +
regret. Mr. Caldwell had a host ofj+
-ir;cirdis here hu, -though -Mitring he + _POPULAR WANTS.was hopelessly ill with Bright's dis-1+
ease, had hoped that he would be long + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
spared to his family.
Mrs. Caldwell has been with her WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—husband since his sojourn at Glasgow I Able-bodied unmarried meet between
Dr. Reynolds has moved from his
office in the Fraternity building to
offices over Riley & Cook, the pho-
tographers, on South Sixth, near
Broadway.
+ + + + + + + + + + +
RIVER RIPPLING&
++++++++++++++++
River Stages.
Cairo, 20.1, rising.
Chattanooga, 7.3, fall'ng.
Cincinnati. 17.0, rising.
Evansville—missing.
Florence, 2.S, falling.
Johnsonville, 7.2, rising.
Louisville, 7.b, rising.
Mt. Carmel. 2.1, rising.
Nashville, 104, falling.
Pittsburg, 8.1, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 9.3, falling.
St. Louil. 11.9, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 13.9, falling.
Paducah, 12.6, risiig.
The Saltillo arrived out of the
Tennessee river Tuesday night at 12
o'clock and left Wednesday for St.
Lou: s.
The Buttorff left Wednesday for
Nashville.
The Oyde left yesterday evening
for the Tennessee river.
The John S. Hopkins went on her
trip to Evansville.
The Savannah is due here from St.
Louis Friday.
Three Deaths and One Wedding.
(Mayfield Messenger, atIt.)
D. K. King, a prominent farmrr.
died at his home near Lynnville Sun-
day afternoon from the effects of par-
alysis. Mr. King leaves a wife and
four children. Ile was about 65 years
old and a good citizen, who will be
missed in the community.
Miss Effie Reasor and Mr. 1ohn4
Terry were united in marriage at 9
o'clock Monday evening at the home
oI the bride's narents. Mr. and Mr!..
Jerry Reasor. The ceremony was per-
formed hy Elder Roger L. Clark, of
the Christian church
The wife of Lee Adair died MCinday
afternoon after a several days illnesc.
She was about aci years of age and a
most admirable and highly esteemed
woman. Besides a husband several
children are left to grieve over her
death.
Henry W Samuel, a prominent cit-
izen, died Saturday at his home in
•Hiclonan count, and was buried Sun-
day at Oaliwood cemetery.
x)11 a, bit as y. head.
CONDITION IS SERIOUS.
are ,.ale r the
"GREATHR SEW V IRK hi and.
L W. W kLKER CO.,
IPRUOMPT3,
IriftE end Broady's!
nem Bee at Si& Dr
Beating die raw.
(Los Angeles Times.)
The late Tames E Martin, brother
of Bradley Mbrtin was asman of old-
fashioned integrity, and the illegal
practices of many noted financiers and
corporations angered and shocked
I him.
in a discussion of a certain much-(
investigated company Mr. Martin said
It has been as ready and resourceful
las a tenant I once had.
1 "My tenant was an enthusiastic pig-
eon flyer. One day he took a pigeon
- bag -to- the- Grant t  .
intending to time its flight home. But
when he took the. bird out of the bag
a policeman came up and said :
'What are you going to do there?'
Mk. R. G. Caldwell Believed to Bei
Near Death's -Door.
Last .evaning telegraphic informa.
tion.fame to Mir. James Caldwell and
Mts. Sara 'Milian that their father, Isfr.
R. G. Caldwell, who boa seen at his
home in Glasgow. E.y.. for several
nenutlis. W114 in a very. serious condi-
tie telegram said Oat his physician
tion and near death's door. in fact .1
tbowzht he ritild survive lint a few (
:-17#1f.t • t.A-e:
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
irond House, Paducah, Ky.
FURNITURE bought and sold
538 South Third streeta
New phone smoA.
FOR SALE—Vacant :otThirteenth
to Fourteenth north side Harrison
street; reasonable. Inquire Dr.
IBlytk, second floor Fraternity build-
Mg.
FOR SALE—A modern home, 6
rooms and bath; elegant interior; all
the latest improvements, furnace, heat.
etc. Apply on premises. 416 Monk
Fifth street.
I FOR RENT—Front room, w‘thboard. 421 South Sixth street. Oldphone 1949.0...rms.
For Rent—A six room house with
all modern :mprovements. Apply 417
South Fourth street. New 'phone 122.
- 
- - -
"'Getting ready to fly this pigeon,'
said my tenant.
"'You can't fly no pigeons here,'
said the policeman.
"Why not?" asked the man.
"'It's against the law, that's why
riot,' said the policeman. 'If you try
it on, I shall be obliged to lock you
"My tenant placed the pigeon on the
ground, stroked it and said to it grave-
ly.
"'I can't toss you imp here, for it's
against the law, so you must walk
home Do you hear? You must walk
home ' "
HEAT IN CHICAGO
IS VERY SEVERE.
Causes Seven Deaths and Twenty
Prostrations in Twenty
-Four
Hours.
Chicago, Aug. 22. —Seven people
dead and twenty prostrated as a result
of the intense humidity is the record
for the fourteen hours ending at a a.
m. today. The thertnometer only
reached gt yesterday, but the humid-
ity striod at R3 per cent for the day
and was the chief cause of the suffer-
ing and dis•comfort. Thousands sought
relief from the intense heat at the
various lake beaches and swimming
pools in the city, and the police esti-
mate that 35.000 people went bathing
by ele Uric light last night.
Could Not Prevent Suicide.
Lexington. Ky . Aug. za.—After
fighting off Officer Peel and four oth-
er men with a razor, John Thomas,
colored, cut his throat and will die.
Peel, whale on the premises wher71
Thomas boarded, noticed the latte
with the razor and noted his peculiar,
action, and undertook to persuade bin?
i to give up the razor. Others came toj
the officer's assistance and the negro'
• iuicided in spite of them.
A Seth "boons' Iis.00 Mantel Climb fee
11147 ietves and Fortis, a set,  
Oanuisie Rogers' Teaspoons, * set,  
Climaine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set  
Oar emirs Di* of Cut Maas at 30 par east at of regular price.iler Mend Pairwed Chime, foie a s any line in the city, at so per cent.it refigIsr prise—you must me tide I me to satimase hey the baegians we
aro 41111.64.
Alsakitaial seduction en every article in our store for io days only—
IVal* mob—
Oar\ inpairs must give you satis faction,
Ores tested free.
Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO,
We are offering a so year Gold tilled Ow, Wein Moyament, for IWO-iar4.$44s
-7111
$1-Se
•
, 315 BROADWAY. GOY PURR% OLD STAND.
Ad. A. SIONDTEICA. JEW MUIR AND OPTICIAN.sAv., az 'Wars Ronnie:sec
Eye-See Jewelry Co
Murk For The Register
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Atic011itant, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
f,
Campbell Block.
Moe Phone 369. Residence Phone 736
J. W. HUGHES
11111111MSW
G1LNERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OPPICE MOWS 44-a SIZSIDIROCZ PHONE
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Name Paws. Motoet
x 5 Elms Power Masc.
Rens Power Mom
g Home rower Illstor.
ze Ham Power Motor.
I see Light .7o,
BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
one day:
"This concern seems always to Tafen to Lexington Jail. S. P.have found it easy to break the law. Lexington, Ky., Aug. 22. —The state   ,POOL,
guards that have been doing guard iv% 11,1% A TT i iduty at Barbourville returned yest-e.r-
NIL/ u win UNDERTAKINu CO.
J
day. bringing Jesse Fitzgerald, the
negro boy, sentenced to bang for the
murder -751' -IGn•ii. ---17froughton. The.
,sheriff took his accomplice, A'nniel loprz,_.,. ...1a,n, A ,r• .Henson, on to the penitentiary. Fitz-t. rgerald will be kept here until his case 
h *las been disposed of by the courts. ' Phones No. 110.
L. 0. STEP—HENSOli
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
203, 205 S. Tn.ird
BUY
TRADEWAT ER COAL
tinfcreniatios gives Seer ION St • a4 w .•
1110111'S Mr. James': Caldwell left tli;s 4 "77--
nevaing to ke at his father's beds;de 4 7, Pcand and Ohio. .) '1  ! " _ h e s t, 5 4.
Now reduced prices fo the ,_16 1 Coal you can buy.
LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS
Let us call and book your order for next winter.
set Kentucky Coa l Co
O.
